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Abstract: 
 
The objective of this task is detecting the possible applications and uses of a pervasive 
hybrid network. A set of scenarios, where MANET networks are a pre-requisite, are analyzed 
and evaluated. Data collected from users has been crucial to determine scenarios which 
satisfy real needs providing enhanced technological efficiency. 
 
Multiple heterogeneous scenarios have been considered and five consortium-defined 
scenarios have been analysed: Public Safety Scenarios (Forest fire, Mountain Rescue), 
Border Control, Remote Access to rural areas and Airport Control.  
 
A unique field scenario is identified for testing. Different metrics are employed for the 
identification of the final field test scenario. Evaluation of the project will rely on a Public 
Safety scenario since it represents the most challenging most challenging application under 
which MONET system can be used and thus the most appropriate one for testing. 
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Executive Summary 
Principal target of present report is gathering user requirements in order to be applied to the 
design and development of the optimized hybrid MANET-Satellite network. Specific 
application scenarios and uses are considered in the research where a MONET hybrid 
network can be fruitfully applied. Not only current user network requirements are extracted 
from each specific application but also un-accomplished needs and user communication 
desires.  
 
Concretely, five consortium-defined scenarios are analysed: Public Safety Scenarios (Forest 
fire, Mountain Rescue), Border Control, Airport Control and Remote Access to rural areas. 
Each operational scenario presents a complete operational characterization of the 
application indicating aspects as: operational procedures, communication flow required 
among players involved and their movement, voice and data communication services 
required, average time of duration, extension of the intervention area, requirement level, etc. 
Different demands, for example, in kind of services, QoS, capacity or nodes mobility leads to 
different network requirements, although there are also shared needs which are globally 
gathered. 
 
Field test scenario is selected considering two points of view: the selected scenario should 
enable the testing of a particular characteristic of the MONET system and it should imply that 
a higher number of MONET characteristics are especially relevant.  Field test scenario 
considers a set of relevant parameters which are rated for each scenario and compared. The 
most challenging scenario under which MONET system can be used and thus the most 
appropriate one for testing is a public safety scenario. 
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1 Introduction 
Mobile wireless Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) yield good results in a wide variety of 
applications which require local connectivity. However, these applications often happen in 
infrastructure-less or remote regions where remote connectivity to the outside world has to 
be provided by some other means. MONET solves this issue using satellite links not only as 
a component of an alternative routing path but also as part of a unique integrated hybrid 
system. 
 

1.1 Document Propose and Scope 
The objective of this task is detecting suitable applications and uses of MONET hybrid 
network and identifying the most challenging of them for deeper analysis and future field 
testing.  
 
For this purpose, a set of scenarios where MANET networks are a pre-requisite are analyzed 
and evaluated. MONET study scenarios are defined taking into account other previous tasks 
such as “use cases and concept” and will be derived to define the technical requirements of 
”Network and Service Requirement” task. Data collected from users has been crucial to 
determine scenarios which satisfy real needs providing enhanced technological efficiency. 
 
Section 2 presents characteristics and scenarios related to Public Safety and Disaster Relief 
context. In order to have a clear overview of the comparative complexity of the Public Safety 
emergencies and events several types of classifications have been carried out. A five-scale 
Emergency Classification helps to determine different levels of emergencies, and therefore, 
different network requirements depending on number of users, services to be supported, 
extension of intervention area, average time to solve the crisis, etc. Two different Public 
Safety Scenarios are analysed: a forest in a forestall area and a rescue in the mountains.  
 
Sections 3, 4 and 5 present there different application scenarios are envisaged. In section 3, 
MONET hybrid network is applied in a border control context for detecting and intervening an 
illegal ship approaching the coast. In section 4, the MONET hybrid network would work as a 
backup to support control and management in an airport in case of a main network fall-out 
(e.g. due to a natural disaster or a terrorist attack). Section 5 briefly presents how the 
MONET hybrid network would provide access and broadband to rural or remote areas.  
 
Some of them share several aspects and requirements which are globally gathered in 
section 6. However, their different demands in kind of services and their QoS, capacity or 
mobility of the nodes leads to different network requirements individually collected in each 
scenario.  
 
Field test scenario is identified in section 7 selecting the most challenging scenario under 
which MONET system can be used and thus the most appropriate one for testing. 
 

1.2 Methodology followed for user data collection 
In order to assure the successful implementation of any system, it is very important to meet, 
as much as possible, the expectations of the end users about that system since, in particular 
case of first responders, changing an element of the techniques used during their 
intervention not only means an investment coming from the acquisition of new devices or 
system but also an investment in changing actuation protocols and users trainings coming 
from these new protocols. 
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For this reason, first step to determine system requirements is to collect end users 
requirements. To achieve this goal, interaction with end users has been considered 
essential. In order to establish such a interaction, questionnaires have been developed to 
gather requirements from end users (previously identified) and personal interviews have 
been held to explain to them the objectives of the project and get information to complete the 
questionnaires on one hand, and, on the other hand, get additional information that could be 
useful for the project. Once this information was summarized in a document, it was 
presented in a workshop held in Madrid to open a discussion among the end users and the 
MONET technical partners in order to refine and complete end users requirements to be 
translated into technical ones (see MONET D2.2 Workshop proceedings). After this 
workshop, not only, all info collected form questionnaires and during this event was 
summarized and organized, but also, personal interviews with the end users were held in 
order to get some more data. Next all information collected during this process, as the 
information extracted from relevant documents is presented. 
 
Public safety leaders provided valuable information about their communication needs and 
explained the mission critical role that public safety communication systems must perform. 
MONET would like to gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of Slovenian Civil Protection 
(who is also a partner of the Consortium), the Mountain Rescue Association of Slovenia, 
Administration for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief (URSZR, part of the Consortium) 
Madrid Civil Protection (Madrid Civil Police, Madrid Medical Services SAMUR and Madrid 
Fire Brigade), who provided access to the data used in this report and shared their 
knowledge of emergency operational practices (see MONET D2.2 Workshop proceedings for 
more information).  
 

2 Public Safety Scenarios 
For the purpose of the project it is required to bunch all possible theatres into a scale level in 
order to dimension requirements for network size, data rates, mobility and user support. Also, 
this classification will allow us to have a clear overview of the comparative complexity of the 
scenarios presented in this report. Nice to have parameters to be set are approximate 
number of users involved, average time to solve the crisis and intervention area extension.  
 
Some investigation has been performed in order to better characterize public safety 
scenarios. Several types of classifications have been found, although not all of them are 
useful for our purposes. On one hand, ITU-R M2033 defines there types of operations 
emergency services have to deal with: daily operations, emergencies or public events and 
large disasters at the worldwide scale. MONET theatres are focussed on PP2 type (see 
section 2.1). On the other hand, the second classification is mainly based on territorial scope 
and set the actuation level from 0 to 4 (section 2.2) which crucially depends on the 
regional/national entities structure of each state.  
 
ITU-R PPDR Operation classification and PPDR actuation level classification do not properly 
define specific emergency parameters required for MONET project purposes. However, the 
third one is a five-scale Emergency Classification based on potential risk and complexity of 
the emergencies that provides several details as number of users involved and average time 
to solve the crisis. 
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2.1 PPDR operation classification 
Public safety organizations address three types of operations: PP1, PP2 and DR (See 
source ITU-R M2033 [9]).  
 
Day-to-day operations (PP1) encompass the routine operations that PPDR agencies 
conduct within their jurisdiction. Typically, these operations are within national borders.  
 
PP1 networks are for general public protection and require reliable, available, secure 
systems provided by dedicated systems permanently available and covering all necessary 
wide areas (regional, country, continent) on a permanent basis. These operations insure 
primarily voice and messaging communications which can be fulfilled by narrowband and 
wideband communications. 
 
Emergencies and/or public events (PP2) are those that PP and potentially DR agencies 
respond to in a particular area of their jurisdiction; however they are still required to perform 
their routine operations elsewhere within their jurisdiction. The size and nature of the event 
may require additional PPDR resources from adjacent jurisdictions, cross-border agencies, 
or international organizations. 
 
Due to immediate post-disaster communication requirements additional radio communication 
equipment is brought to the area for large events. This equipment may or may not be linked 
into the existing PP network infrastructure. It is to be noted that the equipment used for large 
extraordinary local incidents is likely to request reinforced communications means including 
broadband equipment (see Broadband ITU-R definition in Appendix A). 
 
A PP2 operation generates a peak load of traffic that can nearly be twice the normal volume 
of emergency communications traffic (as in Minneapolis bridge disaster case explained 
below), fact that could be even higher depending on if the event is confined geographically or 
spread over a large area. However, traffic usually dismisses back within normal bounds 
within several hours after the event or disaster depending on its size.  
 
A large fire encompassing 3-4 blocks in a large city (e.g. London, Paris) or a large forest fire 
(as the scenario deeply analysed in following sections) are examples of a large emergency 
under this scenario. Likewise, a large public event (national or international) could include the 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM), G8 Summit, the Olympics, etc. 
Other examples are listed below 
 
Disaster relief operations are required for those disasters caused by either natural or 
human activity. For example, natural disasters include an earthquake, major tropical storm, a 
major ice storm, floods, etc. Examples of disasters caused by human activity include large-
scale criminal incidences or situations of armed conflict. Generally, both the existing PP 
communications systems and special on-scene communications equipment brought by DR 
organizations are employed. 
 
Communication systems, air, land, and sea transport facilities, hospitals, and electrical 
networks are usually damaged by the disaster, which hampered rescue and aid efforts. 
Generally, both the remained PP communications systems and special on-scene 
communications equipment brought by DR organizations are employed. 
 
Applications are used temporarily by emergency agencies in all aspects of disaster 
situations, including disaster prevention. For instance, they provide simultaneous hot spot 
type of robust communications, video or robotic data information, telemetry parameters, 
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critical data base queries, location information exchange and other heavy data 
communications. 
 

2.2 PPDR actuation levels  
This classification corresponds to actuation situations defined based on two different criteria 
related to territorial scope (Source Madrid emergency plan known as PLATERCAM [15]) 
 
Level 0: emergencies with partial local territorial scope than can be controlled by regular 
local Public Protection resources. These emergencies do not imply additional risk to the 
emergency responders involved. 
 
Level 1: emergencies with total local territorial scope (affects great part or total rural/urban 
municipal area) that due to its nature, gravity or extension, require the intervention of local 
and regional Public Protection resources. 
 
Level 2: emergencies with local or regional territorial scope that due to its nature, gravity or 
extension, are beyond the local, regional and community capabilities and implies national 
support means but management remains at Community level.  
 
Level 3: emergencies with local or regional territorial scope that due to its nature, gravity or 
extension, are beyond the local, regional and community capabilities and implies national 
support means and national management.  
 
This classification is extremely useful to perform forecast potential gravity levels and 
determine management entity to handle forest fires. The evaluation of human and material 
resources required is set considering topology conditions of the terrain, simultaneousness of 
different fire centres, infrastructure conditions and extension of the fire. The following table 
sets the corresponding actuation level just depending on this last aspect. 
 

Actuation level of forest fires depending on burnt area 
burnt area actuation level 
0-500 ha 0 

501 – 1000 ha 1 
1001 – 2500 ha 2 
2501 – 8200 ha 3 

Table 2 - Actuation level of forest fires depending on burnt area. 
 

2.3 PPDR emergency classification  
Emergencies classification aims at giving guidelines for first responder actions and facilitating 
fast coordination and organization of the Public Safety Agencies involved. A 5-level scale is 
used to inform on the magnitude and complexity of the situation. Several criteria have been 
taken into account for this classification: 
 
Relating response’s capacity 

• Operative and technical capacity relating if external resources are needed 
• Logistic support required 
• Operational period related to required time to solve the situation 
• Geographic area affected  
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Relating emergency impact and consequences 

• Collateral damages in terms of communication and mobility infrastructures or 
economical affectation 

• Human victims and affected population 
• Risk expansiveness relating the possibility that the emergency may trigger events 

that makes the critical situation worse. 
 
Notice that emergency level is set counting on first subjective recognition of the affected 
area, and thus, subjected to high level of uncertainty. The emergency level can dynamically 
change always following a sequential patron. 
 
a) Emergency level 1 

This emergency level corresponds to daily incidents or events with no possibilities of 
expansion or collateral damage generation and low affection to the population. Local 
resources are enough to cope with the event implying just one coordination entity. The 
incident of event never takes more than 8 hours to be solved. There is scarcely impact on the 
media and regular functionally of a city is not affected.  
 
Usually medical emergencies correspond to this level. Other examples could be minor 
structure fires without presence of explosive materials or car accidents with neither victims 
nor high damages. 
 
b) Emergency level 2 

This emergency level corresponds to less frequent incidents or events with no possibilities of 
expansion or collateral damage generation but medium affection to the population. They may 
require coordination of several entities at a local level. The incident of event remains under 8 
hours to be solved and local media usually publishes some information related.  
 
Example of this emergency level is the rescue mountain scenario analysed in section 2.5, 
where Slovenian Mountain Rescue Civil Protection Service realises rescuing tasks with 
reduced intervention team of 10 emergency users. Also medium-small forestall fires which do 
not affect inhabitant areas are considered to be part of this level. 
 
c) Emergency level 3 

These are not frequent events or incidents that affect a certain part of a population (several 
tens of people) and can expand or generate collateral damages. However, these 
emergencies remain controlled by local and regional resources, with the support of 
neighbouring regions if the incident affects adjacent communities/districts.  Usually 
operational period of the emergency responders is between 8 and 48 hours. 
 
Example suitable here are certain floods or terrorist attacks under above conditions. The 
Forest fire scenario described in section 2.4 belongs to this emergency level. Likewise, a 
large public event (national or international) could include the Commonwealth Heads of 
Government Meeting (CHOGM), G8 Summit, the Olympics, etc. Mineapolis Bridge collapse 
into the Mississippi river on August 2007 is a perfect description of this emergency.  
 
Mineapolis Bridge disaster, August 1 2007 [6], the forty year old I-35W bridge collapsed 
into the Mississippi river, killing 13 people and injuring 121 others. Registered responder 
vehicles deployed in the area were 61 emergency vehicles, 31 ambulances, 30 watercrafts. It 
was registered 300 emergency calls from civilians per hour asking for help.  There was a 
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period of intense emergency communications during the first two hours of operation (3500 
PTT at 15 minute interval). After four hours communications were largely back to nearly 
normal values (625 PTT at 15 minute interval). 70% of all calls were shorter than 10 seconds 
and 90% of all calls were shorter than 20 seconds. 4800 individual calls were made and 80% 
of them took under 217 seconds of duration. 
 
For the purposes of this report situations belonging emergency level 3 are estimated to 
require several hundreds of emergency users.  
 
d) Emergency level 4 

Level 4 involves rare incidents or events which implies great impact on the society and is 
published on national and some international news. It affects several sectors in a city or 
extends over a large rural area, causing nearly hundreds of victims and injured people. The 
incident or event may get expanded during post-disaster times or it may generate collateral 
damages. To attend this type of situation all regional resources are needed and, depending 
on the nature of the event, it may be required logistic support or special technical assistance 
at regional, national or international level. In these cases the operational period exceeds 48h. 
 
Disasters under level 4 are, for example, medium magnitude earthquakes, urban aerial 
accidents, terrorist attacks or uncontrolled wildfires with large coverage. The following two 
recent Spanish disasters belong to the described level 4: 
 
Crash of Spainair jet in Barajas Airport, August 2008, [10], with the result of 153 deaths 
and 19 survivors. First to race to the scene were airport emergency teams followed by 230 
paramedics, 170 policemen, 70 fire-fighters, 11 auto-pump vehicles and nearly 45 
ambulances. Two hours were needed to pull out the blaze, time when air traffic was restored.   

11-M Madrid train bombings, March 2004, [5], consisted of three coordinated bombings 
against the commuter train system of Madrid killing more than 200 people. There were four 
disaster areas: Atocha train station and its surroundings, Pozo del tio Raimundo and Santa 
Eugenia smaller train stations. The results were 191 people killed, 1858 injured. 37.383 calls 
to the emergency number 112 were registered. Madrid Community and Town hall sent 150 
medical service members, 11 ICUs, 5 special assistance vehicles, 35 ambulances and 2 
helicopters. Madrid Civil Protection sent 230 medical service members from SAMUR and 
volunteers, 20 ICUs, 25 ambulances and 4 support vehicles for logistic purposes. Apart from 
24 psychologist teams, Red Cross gave aid with 22 ambulances and more than 800 
volunteers3. Also, 170 civil police and 70 fire-fighters intervened with 5 auto-pump vehicles, 2 
support vehicles and 5 fire-brigade helicopters.  The third level of emergency was declared 
according to the PLATERCAM (literally, Territorial Emergency Plan Madrid Region which 
classified Public Safety emergencies in 4 levels depending on local/regional/national 
resources needed).  
 
For the purposes of this report situations belonging emergency level 4 are estimated to 
require fewer than 2000 emergency users. This number is set following guidelines of 11-M 
Protocol [5] created after the Madrid terrorist attack.  
 
e) Emergency level 5 

Here belong major disasters caused by either natural or human activity that have great 
impact on one or several cities or countries affecting drastically their regular functionality and 
economy.  Thousands of victims and seriously injured casualties are usually recorded. As 

                                                 
3 Visit Spanish site of Red Cross for more details www.cruzroja.es  
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regular bases, first phases of emergency response present severe coordination and 
management problems. To calamities of this size may respond other national governments, 
intergovernmental organizations, non-governmental organizations, corporations and private 
organizations from all over the world. 
 
As the DR operation classification, 5 level incidents are disasters caused by human activity 
including large-scale criminal incidences (e.g. terrorist attacks to New York City’s World 
Trade Center explained below) or situations of armed conflict. Natural disasters include an 
earthquake, major tropical storm, a major ice storm, floods, etc. Examples of recent deadliest 
earthquakes are also explained bellow.   
 
Terrorist attacks to New York City’s World Trade Center, September, 2001, which kill 
some 2,800 people. More than 350 fire and emergency responders were among those killed. 
Tens of thousands of emergency workers and governmental employees were instantly 
available to offer aid. Initially, emergency communications called for all available personnel to 
mobilize. Additionally, large numbers of first responders and other personnel “self-
dispatched” to the Ground Zero site, and many workers who were explicitly ordered not to 
respond ignored those orders [12]. As mentioned in a NIST study [11] of public safety 
communications narrowband voice) following the terrorists attacks on the World Trade 
Center remarks that “after the first aircraft struck WTC 1, there was an approximate factor of 
5 peak increase in traffic level over the normal level of emergency responder radio 
communications, followed by an approximate factor of 3 steady increase in level of 
subsequent traffic”. 
 
South-east Asia Tsunami, December 2004, caused by 9.1 Mw earthquake which triggered a 
series of devastating tsunamis impacting many countries including India, Indonesia, the 
Maldives, Malaysia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand and inundating coastal communities 
with waves up to 30 meters (100 feet) high which caused flooding reached 30km deep into 
the coasts. It has been the fifth deadliest earthquake in recorded history, 227.898 deaths 
according to the U.S. Geological Survey [7].  
 
Haiti magnitude 7.0 Mw earthquake, January 2010, where, according to official estimates 
222,570 people killed, 300,000 injured, 1.3 million displaced, 97,294 houses destroyed and 
188,383 damaged in the Port-au-Prince are and in much o  southern Haiti. Entities and 
private organizations from all over the world responded to appeals for humanitarian aid, 
pledging funds and dispatching rescue and medical teams, engineers and support personnel. 
The European Union pledged at least EUR 429 million to Haiti in both emergency 
humanitarian aid to help medium and long term work of rebuilding the country devastated by 
the earthquake. In addition, the 27 countries decided to send some 150 troops from the 
European Gendarmerie to ensure humanitarian aid reaches the people affected by the 
earthquake. Large contingents (over 1,000 each) of emergency relief and medical staff, 
technicians for reconstruction and security personnel were sent from a number of countries 
(e.g., Israel, the United States ,Cuba, United Kingdom, Canada, Brazil). Rescue phase took 
10 days till Haitian government officially called off the search for survivors. 
 
In these extremely large scale disaster scenarios tens of thousands of emergency agencies 
are deployed. In natural disasters cases the intervention area spreads along a vast extension 
of hundreds or even miles of squared kilometres. In large-scale criminal incidents the 
intervention area remains large but more geographically confined. 
 
The following table summarizes the characteristics of the five emergency levels described 
above:  
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Emergency level Number of emergency 
users (people) 

Emergency period (hours) 

Emergency Level 1 1< p < 10 0< h < 8 
Emergency Level 2 10< p< 100 0< h < 8 
Emergency Level 3 100< p < 1000 8< h < 48 
Emergency Level 4 1000< p < 2000 48< h < 168 
Emergency Level 5 p > 2000 h > 168 (1 week) 

Table 3 - Number of users and duration depending on emergency level. 
 

2.4 Public Safety – Forest Fire  

2.4.1 Introduction 
Forest fire is an emerging civil security issue since damage to property and death toll is rising 
every year. Uncontrolled forest fires (called wildfires in the US literature) have an immense 
impact on both human population and the environment, as witnessed in several regions such 
as Spain (2005), Portugal (2003), Greece (2007) etc. Hundreds of thousand hectares of 
vegetation have burnt; thousand houses have been damaged or destroyed by fire in the wild 
land urban interface or rural areas. According to the data from the Spanish Minister of 
Environment, 150,000 Ha of forest areas were burnt due to 15,000 forest fires. Even human 
lives were lost (Greece, 80 in 2007, or Spain, 23 in 2005) as described in CRED EM-DAT 
Data base (Ref. [1]). 
 
In those previous wildfire disasters precious time was lost due to lack of synchronization in 
the flow of information. In addition, difficult or impossible inter-operability among the 
communication systems of the emergency agencies involved made current systems not 
efficient enough to handle an emergency situation. In addition, new trends are appearing to 
achieve greater efficiencies and responsiveness which affects the public safety sector’s 
future mobile data requirements. Evolution of applications and greater use of multimedia 
services reinforce the fact that data is progressively being used to enhance voice. Moreover, 
command and control is moving from command centres to the field which implies more 
robust and flexible communication systems at the disaster areas. 
 
In this scenario is considered a PP2 type of operation: a large forest fire in a rural area. This 
scenario analysis is reality-based on real actuation proceedings where MONET 
communication system is applied to allow communications of the Public Safety members.  
 

2.4.2 Players and Concept of operation  

2.4.2.1 Players 
The primary Public Safety agency involved is the Fire brigade, in charge of fire extinction. 
Presence of Police is assumed in this scenario to delimit the intervention area and alert 
inhabited areas, although depending on which region or state is being considered other kind 
of Security force (Forestall Guards, National Civil Guards) may perform these tasks. Medical 
service is the third emergency agency involved and is in charge of health attendance to 
possible victims and injured First Responders (FRs). State Armed Forces, like Emergency 
Military Unit (UME) in Spain, may appear in a forest fire if regional resources are not enough 
to deal with the fire. UME would perform then logistic tasks, surveillance of already burned 
areas, or they could even take control of the fire extinction. In this scenario definition extra 
State Armed Force are not present since it is assumed forest fire at a regional level. 
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Public Safety agencies have different organizational structures among at a national level and 
even at a regional level and different coordination levels. Their strategy and operational 
procedure are not equal and also depends on their own emergency grade definition, difficult 
to be globally standardized. This scenario analysis is based on real actuation proceedings 
especially from Madrid Fire Brigade and Madrid Medical Services4 who have been consulted 
in order to present a realistic approach. Also, it has been taken into account new key trends 
that are emerging to improve responsiveness which apply to this forest fire scenario: 
command an control is moving from command centres to the field (see Ref. [2]) 
 
On regular bases each Public Safety agency deploys pedestrian FRs and emergency 
vehicles in the disaster area. Also, one or several field Command Posts (CP) are deployed, 
managing its emergency team at the location of the event. Each Public Safety agency has its 
own Back Office (BO) as its coordination centre. However, in Madrid Civil Protection case, 
several Public Safety agencies also shares a common coordination centre (CISEM) which 
will be the BO for the three Public Safety agencies. Therefore, in this scenario the BO is a 
common coordination centre on top of the tree structure comprised of directive members of 
all Public Safety agencies involved. The BO organizes all players involved at a superior 
strategic level.  
 
As an overview of their operational procedures it can be noted that CP communicates 
directly to the BO or to other Public Safety agencies CPs. Usually, FRs communication is 
restricted to other FRs of the same Public Safety agency and its corresponding CP. 
Exceptionally, FRs could communicate with other Public Safety agency members directly, to 
the BO or to other external centres as hospitals or support centres.  
 

2.4.2.2 Intervention areas 
As performed in every emergency disaster three different areas are delimited for security 
reasons. Delimited zones of a forest fire are depicted in Figure 1: 

• Hot area is the risk area where the direct intervention units work. Just fire fighters are 
allowed to enter this area in this case. 

• Warm area is where mobile CPs, Medical Services, Police and the rest of Fire brigade 
are located. 

• Cold area is the secure zone located far away from the emergency disaster. In this 
case, due to the disaster is located in a remote area, cold area is easy to be delimited 
and BO, the hospitals and other support centres are considered to be in this area. 

The security distances varies with time and depends on the type of area, terrain slope, wind 
direction and strength among other factors.  
 

                                                 
4 The Madrid Fire Department and SAMUR (Municipal Emergency and Rescue Service) depends on the 
“Emergency and Civil protection” Area of the City of Madrid. Information on the department can be found at 
http://www.munimadrid.es.  
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Figure 1 - Intervention Areas in forest fire scenario. 

 

2.4.2.3 Communication flow 
a) Voice and data services 

Based on an assessment of the currently used communication services within the public 
safety sector it can be concluded that public safety mobile communications are voice-based 
with widespread use of group calls (“network-centric”5), also called talkgroups6. These are 
called Push-to-talk calls (PTT calls) Point-to-point voice calls (P2P calls) are also used 
specially by emergency managers. 
 
According to user comments, positioning information of emergency units deployed in the 
disaster area is also currently in used in most of Public Agencies that counts on narrowband 
data channels of TETRA technology. However, there is a trend towards using a range of data 
applications alongside traditional voice applications to enhance communications. Data 
services have widely differing requirements in terms of capacity, timeliness and robustness 
of the data service. Timeliness is related to the importance of the information arriving in an 
agreed space of time, e.g. position information needs to be delivered within a certain time 
depending on the kind of FR and its movement.  
 

Requirements of data applications 

                                                 
5 “Network-centric” refers to sharing of information between people and devices in a many-to-many 
(group) configuration, as is often used within the public safety sector) 
6 walkie-talkie type service that allows the user to instantly reach others with neither dialling nor 
ringing. Individuals are pre-assigned to specific talk groups that link specific collaborative 
communities, such as all fire brigades in a large city. If several Public Safety Agencies of the same 
collaborative community intervene in the emergency they may need a unique talk group instead of 
being independent. 
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service throughput timeliness robustness 
location services low high high 
video (real time) high high low 

personnel monitoring low high high 
Table 4 - Requirements on data applications (Source: TS 102 181). 

 
Some data services are considered in the forest fire scenario since users have expressed 
special interests in them. Emergency units will transmit information from their sensors for 
personnel monitoring, from cameras (real-time or low scan video) for hot spot recordings and 
from positioning equipment for location services. Table 4 shows the diverse needs of data 
applications.  
  
b) Communication flow  

Figure 2 depicts emergency communication flow in a forest fire intervention which is similar 
to any other PP2 operational practice: 

 
Figure 2 - Communication flow in forest fire scenario. 

 

• FRs – FRs 

Each emergency team belonging to the same Public Safety Agency has its own and 
unique talkgroup.  

According to user’s comments communication between FRs coming from different 
emergency groups (e.g. fire-fighters and police or police and medical units) is not 
regularly used in an emergency situations but they do not decline using it in case of 
exceptional necessity if it is available,  

 

• FRs – corresponding CP 
Bidirectional voice communication is allowed between the FRs and their CP since 
they share the same voice group.  
 
It has to be mentioned that Medical Services from Madrid Civil Protection use a 
talkgroup in the disaster area to which the medical service BO also belongs, thus, BO 
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may listen and participate in the emergency team talks. For simplicity reasons, this 
particular communication between BO and FRs are not considered. 

 
Bidirectional data communication is allowed also between FRs and their CP primary 
for geo-positioning applications. Special data services are required for fire-fighters in 
hot area since they may carry special equipment which needs to transmit data to the 
corresponding CP. Examples of this equipment are wearable biometric sensors, 
radiation or gas sensors, video cameras, positioning equipment, etc. All this data 
would be automatically collected by the MONET node and transmitted to their CP as 
real time transmission. 

 
On the other hand, CPs should have equipment to receive, integrate and display all 
these data acquiring valuable risk management information. Crucial actions are 
allowed, i.e. FRs could be rescued if irregular vital constants are observed.  
 
FRs will receive alerts, positioning information, commands to proceed, etc, through 
voice communication or data displayed in their user interface.  
 

• CP – BO  
All CPs deployed in the disaster area and the global coordination centre BO located 
in cold area have bidirectional voice and data communication among them sharing 
valuable risk management information or commands to proceed.  

 

• CPs – External entities 
Certain CPs have bidirectional communications with external entities with or 
sometimes without the intervention of the BO as medical vehicles with hospitals. In 
addition to current operational practices where just voice calls are performed, 
paramedical users have suggested to enable ambulances to send data files with 
injured victims lists or electrocardiogram (ECG) traces to the hospital to reduce 
reaction time attending the victims. 
 

• CPs – External information 
Also it is important that CPs could count on external connections in order to enhance 
effectiveness of the operational procedures. For example, currently Madrid Medical 
services with just voice over TETRA, lose time to pick support units up in a meeting 
point and then come back to the warm area where they are taking care of the victims. 
If CPs could access to detailed maps for geo-localization support units would receive 
detailed information of the target location. Other external profitable application could 
be accessing the Fire Risk Assessment Indices of the affected area which takes into 
account baseline vegetation information (vigour, condition, etc). Access near real time 
satellite images is a new service provided by current observation LEO satellites in 
charge of image acquisition of the hot spots within several hours from the start of the 
emergency. 

 

2.4.3 Scenario definition  
a) Emergency phases 
 
First emergency units arrive on the biggest fire centre. Emergency responders establish 
command post and fire officials assess situation.  
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6 fire-fighters of each squad approach the wildfire in order to extinguish it, not separating 
more than 300m from their auto-pump vehicle since this is the maximum hose extension. 
Thus, the auto-pump team, the driver and a fire-fighter, remains in the auto-pump to maintain 
the water supply. The rest of the emergency responders remain also in the warm area. 
 
Two Police patrols detect the smaller forest fire centre several kilometres away from the 
previous one. The police units alert habitants for evacuation and contact the Police CP in 
main fire centre to ask the BO for support units. Finally, three CPs and their corresponding 
FRs are set up in hot and warm areas of this second fire centre, starting the second 
emergency phase which involves higher number of communications since more emergency 
responders are present in the scenario. It will be assumed that 15 affected people have to be 
carried to the nearest hospitals. 
 
The players and vehicles (CP included) finally deployed in each fire centre are summarized 
in following table. 
 

Resources involved in forest fire scenario 
service throughput 200ha fire centre 3ha fire centre 

emergency bodies people per vehicle personnel vehicles personnel vehicles 
fire brigade 8 160 20 80 10 

medical services 3 30 10 15 5 
police 2 10 5 8 8 

total units deployed people per vehicle 200 35 103 23 
Table 5 - Resources involved in Forest Fire Scenario. 

 

Madrid Civil Protection collaboration has been considered to determine part of given data, 
especially emergency members per vehicle. Each Madrid fire-fighters squad includes the 
auto-pump vehicle and an intervention team composed by the Official (Squad head), the 
Sub-official and six fire-fighters, one of them as driver of the vehicle. Madrid medical service 
(SAMUR 7) indicates that each ambulance and ICU (Intensive Care Unit) is usually 
comprised of 3 members (doctor, nurse and driver). In some cases SAMUR relay on a 
special fully equipped bus for CP in medium or large disaster events. Police vehicles are 
usually comprised of 2 members. For simplicity the there CPs are depicted in the following 
figures as regular emergency vehicles with the same staff size. 
 
b) Average time to solve the crisis 

Wildfires are difficult to standardize due to multiple varying factors. According to 3 
emergency level description, operational period of this kind of disaster is between 8 and 48 
h. In this case the fire extinction will take 12 hours. During the first 5 hours emergency 
responders generate peak load traffic in the system, whereas the following 7 hours 
correspond to regular busy period. 
 

2.4.3.1 Type of nodes 
Due to operational user requirements for Forest Fire scenario four different types of nodes 
are considered: Portable, Relay, Vehicular and Fixed nodes. Their characteristics (weight, 
dimensions, compactness, etc) are detailed in section 2.5.5.  
                                                 
7 See Emergency and Safety area of www.munimadrid.es  
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Table 6 - Forest Fire node types. 

 
Pedestrian FRs carry Portable nodes. All wearable equipment of each FR, which needs to be 
communicated, should be wireless connected to his Portable node. These are continuously 
carried by pedestrian FR, whereas Relay nodes are temporarily carried by pedestrian or 
vehicular FRs and left at strategic places of the emergency location. Each emergency vehicle 
including CPs conveys a Vehicular node. Finally, there is just a Fixed node located at the 
BO. 
 

2.4.3.2 Scenario diagram 
Figure 3 diagram depicts the MONET approach for the described Forest Fire theatre: 
 

 
Figure 3 - MONET infrastructure in forest fire scenario. 

 
All communication services should be supported by the infrastructure and functionalities to 
be design by MONET. As a general overview it can be seen that emergency units deployed 
in each fire centre would comprise a Mobile wireless Ad-hoc Network (MANET), naming 
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MANET 1 the wireless mesh around the bigger fire centre and MANET 2 around the smaller 
one. Portable, Relay and Vehicular nodes have wireless access and build each MANET 
wideband network thanks to the overlapping of near nodes. 
 
Satellite links would mainly serve as relay between these two MANET networks and provide 
communication between BO and the disaster area. Taking into account that wireless nodes 
coverage are limited and the stochastic movements of the nodes that form part of each 
mobile ad-hoc network, it is possible that some units drop out of the MANET network. If 
these units are provided with satellite interface nodes they will have still connection with 
other MANET users, whereas if not they lose communication and should move towards the 
nearest wireless node. Notice that satellite access of regular emergency users (not 
command officers of CPs) must be used as back up communication system avoiding their 
use as maximum as possible.  
 
Existence of Relay nodes is vital for applying minimal changes to existing operational 
practices. Madrid Fire Brigade has indicated that the auto-pump autonomous radio delimits 
the maximum distance a fire-fighter may be located from the fire brigade vehicle. The hose 
maximum extension range varies from 100 to 300metres (see Figure 3). If wireless coverage 
do not exceed the 300m a Relay node is required between the vehicle and the fire-fighter. 
Relay nodes may also be needed under other circumstances (for example, due to orography 
of the terrain like valleys or hills) and strategic allocated to avoid coverage gaps that may 
appear in the wireless MANET network. The satellite access of these Relay nodes, if 
available, must be used as back up communication system avoiding their use as maximum 
as possible. 
 
The satellite interface is also turned on automatically in case of network overloading. For 
example, a medical FR wants to ask the BO for medical backup units. If the mobile Medical 
Service CP satellite link is overloaded, the satellite access of the ambulance node, if 
available, would be turned on to allow the medical FR communication.  
 
It can be concluded that satellite access would be an asset relating to Portable and Relay 
nodes, although installing satellite interface in this nodes may not meet weigh and dimension 
requirements. 
 

2.4.4 Communication requirements 
In order to facilitate the scenario parameterization several aspects should be delineated. 
Emergency users have indicated in detail which are the emergency services currently used 
and which would be potentially in use if available. However, relating their occurrence and 
duration, most emergency users can just provide subjective values that are not sufficient to 
characterize communications traffic accurately in the public safety scenarios. However, 
Madrid Civil Protection have provided some voice communications statistics over Madrid 
TETRA radio system during 11-M Madrid train bombings disaster, which has been used to 
estimate voice communications in this scenario. In addition, emergency communication 
statistics of several worldwide disasters have been investigated as the “Emergency 
Communications during the Minneapolis Bridge Disaster” report [6].  
 
Relating Push-to-talk (PTT) calls occurrence  
According to SAMUR8 inputs (originally taken from Madrid Town Hall TETRA radio system), 
Madrid Civil Protection emergency services (270 members of SAMUR and Civil Police) 

                                                 
8 Madrid Medical Services. See Emergency and Safety area of www.munimadrid.es 
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realized around 25000 PTT calls9 during 3 hours in the most critical phase of the 11-M 
emergency and nearly half during regular hours. These features are equivalent to the 
following numbers of PTT calls per emergency responder within 15 minutes interval: 
 

• callermin1572,7 ⋅
PTT  during the busiest hour 

• callermin1586,3 ⋅
PTT  during medium busy period 

 
Relating Point-to-point (P2P) calls occurrence  
According to Madrid Civil Police, individual calls which may be performed under a disaster 
context between the Police CP and the BO will occur each 5 minutes, 12 individual calls per 
hour. Due to lack of any other input related to this issue, this call rate is extended to medical 
service CP and the fire-brigade CP with the BO and to communications between CPs 
deployed in the disaster area. 
 
According to SAMUR, individual calls performed by the medical services from the disaster 
area to the hospital/hospitals depend on the number of victims or injured people. Guiding 
user with contextualized questions led to considering 2 individual calls per victim or injured 
person as the global P2P calls (not call rate) from medical services in disaster area to 
hospitals.  
 
Therefore, occurrence of P2P calls is set to:  
 

• h
PP212  for communications between each CP and the BO 

• injured
PP22  from medical service CP/ambulance to hospitals. 

 
Relating to call duration 
Taking into account previous analysed emergencies it can be concluded that high 
percentage of PTT calls are shorter than 10 seconds. According to URSZR partner average 
duration of a call is between 25 and 35 seconds in current operational practices in Slovenia 
under PMR and TETRA technologies, respectively. 
 
On the other hand, average duration of P2P calls reaches 1 minute. 
 
Relating to node movement aspects  
Average speed for emergency vehicles racing towards the disaster area is 80km/h whereas 
once there they can reduce their movement or even remain stopped. CP and fire-brigade 
auto-pump vehicles can be considered to be fixed once they are deployed in the disaster 
area. Pedestrian FRs subject MONET nodes to low speed stochastic movements of about 3-
5km/h.  
 
Relating to frequency of information delivery 
High overview of data services timeliness can be observed in Table 4. According to this and 
ISDEFE expertise position information needs to be delivered within 5-10 seconds for fire-
fighters in hot area or police, whereas for medical services these refreshment is needed each 
1,5 minutes while moving and each 5 minutes10 if stopped.  
 
                                                 
9 Notice that talkgroups are characterized by Push-to-talk (PTT) calls. PTT is a request by an individual to use the assigned 
talkgroup, a bid to make a call.  
 
10 Data collected in the 7th June 2010 WS (see deliverable 2.2) 
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Relating to disaster extension 
Once all emergency units are deployed in the disaster areas with 5km in between, it can be 
assumed that MANET 1 will be deployed around the 2km2 hot area plus 0.5km2 of warm area 
of the biggest forest fire centre. For MANET 2 case these values are smaller. 
 
Table 7 lists all possible communications that can be generated by the biggest fire centre 
previously described since it implies higher number of players and therefore, stricter 
communication requirements.  
 

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS in the biggest forest fire centre 

public safety agency service in 
use users SAT 

MANET/SAT11 comm. flow Requirement 
level12 OCCURRENCE

PTT Voice 
Call 120 MANET/SAT 

Fire Brigade 
CP from/to 
fire-fighters in 
hot area 

Shall have 

926,4 PTT/15 
minutes during 
busiest hours 
 
463,2 PTT/15 
minutes during 
regular hours 

Personnel 
monitoring 120 MANET/SAT Fire-fighters in 

hot area to CP Should have  
Nominal each 
5s while 
moving. 

Location 
services 120 MANET/SAT 

Fire Brigade 
units 
(pedestrian) to 
CP 

Shall have 

Nominal each 
1,5 minutes
while moving.  
 
Each 5 mins if 
stopped. 

fire brigade in  
hot area 

Real Time 
Video 20 

20 Fire-fighters 
to CP 
 

20 Fire-
fighters in hot 
area to CP 

Nice to have 

20 transmitting 
continuously 
during all 
disaster  

P2P Voice 
Calls 1CP SAT 

Fire Brigade 
CP to BO and 

other CPs 
Shall have 12 P2P/h 

fire brigade in 
WARM area 

PTT Voice 
Call 40 MANET/SAT 

Fire Brigade 
CP from/to 

fire-fighters in 
warm area 

Shall have 

308,8 PTT/15 
minutes during 
busiest hours 

 
154,4 PTT/15 
minutes during 
regular hours 

                                                 
11 SAT means the communication will go through satellite link. MANET/SAT means satellite access is used as back up. 
12 Shall have refers to a service of information for which failure to deliver, disruption or delay is not tolerate in view of its impact 
on public safety operations. This level is identified with dark orange. Should have refers to data that allows some tolerance 
relating to the specified value. This level is identified with light orange. Nice to have refers to future desires that would be an 
asset for current operational practises. This level is identified with yellow. 
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Location 
services 40+20 MANET/SAT 

Fire Brigade 
units 

(pedestrian 
and vehicles) 

to CP 

Shall have 

Nominal each 
1,5 minutes 

while moving. 
 

Each 5 minutes 
if stopped. 

Real Time 
Video 1CP SAT Fire Brigade 

CP to BO Nice to have 

1 transmitting  
continuously 

during all 
disaster 

P2P Voice 
Call 1 SAT 

Police CP 
from/to BO 
and to other 

CPs 

Shall have 12 P2P/h 

PTT Voice 
Calls 10 MANET/SAT 

Police CP 
from/to 

policemen 
Shall have 

77,2 PTT/15 
minutes during 

busiest hour 
 

38,6 PTT/15 
minutes during 
regular hours 

POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Location 
services 10+5 MANET/SAT 

Police units 
(pedestrian 

and vehicles) 
to CP 

Shall have 

Each 1,5 
minutes while 

moving. 
Each 5 minutes 

if stopped. 

P2P Voice 
Call 1CP SAT 

Police CP 
from/to BO 
and to other 

CPs 
 

Medical CP to 
hospitals 

Shall have 

12 P2P/h 
 

30 P2P during 
all disaster 

considering 15 
victims 

PTT Voice 
Calls 30 MANET/SAT 

Medical CP 
from/to 

doctors/nurses
Shall have 

231,6 PTT/15 
minutes during 

busiest hour 
 

115,8PTT/15 
minutes during 
regular hours 

Medical services 

Location 
services 30+10 MANET/SAT 

Medical units 
(pedestrian 

and vehicles) 
to CP 

Shall have 

Each 1,5 
minutes while 

moving. 
Each 5 minutes 

if stopped. 
Table 7 - Communications summary in Forest Fire scenario. 

 
Previous table indicates who are the possible users of each service and through which 
access should get the information, using MANET network if available with Satellite access as 
back up (MANET/SAT) or using satellite access as first and unique option (SAT).  
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Notice that communication services considered are different depending on the Public Safety 
agency and the direction of the communication (FR CP or CP FR). Fire-fighters who enter 
the hot area (6 per Auto-pump vehicle) would share a video camera and each of them would 
carry biometric sensors, whereas the rest of the fire-fighters and some other emergency 
units would limit their transitions to voice and positioning information.  
 
Relating voice communications it can be summarized that the 200 emergency responders 
and 35 vehicles deployed in the main focus of the fire will generate 1544 PTT calls within 15 
minutes interval during the busiest five hours and 772 PTT calls within 15 minutes interval 
during the seven regular busy hours. 
 
In addition, during the twelve hours of the total emergency response phase there will be 462 
P2P calls. 
 

2.4.5 Other specific requirements 
Several specific requirements should be considered in a forest fire scenario to ensure 
MONET communication system guarantee current Public Safety technical and operational 
needs. 

• Control for prioritization  

Network control should include the ability to implement prioritized access for specific user 
groups and individuals. BO calls and data-sending should have the highest priority to get 
through the network.  

 

• Environmental aspects 
Relating environmental aspects, portable and relay nodes should support temperature 
ranges of -30 to 60 degrees and humidity ratios of 100%. In addition, these nodes must 
by resistant to vibrations and crash impacts s that may suffer in the operation (mainly due 
to accidental falls). 

 
In addition, fire brigades currently use ATEX certificated terminals due to the possibility of 
working in explosive atmospheres. ATEX certificate is needed to demonstrate that 
equipment can be safely operated in a potentially explosive atmosphere created by the 
presence of flammable gas, vapour, mist or clouds of combustible dust.  CBRN 
(Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear) or at least chemical products 
 

• Weight and dimensions 
All nodes should be ergonomic and suitable for emergency users. They, especially fire-
fighters, should wear just absolutely necessary equipment that facilitates their work and 
allows easy movement. Taking into account most restricted user comments, portable 
nodes should not exceed weight and dimensions around 1kg and (150 x 60 x 40 mm), 
typical values of current emergency terminals (TETRA terminals). Portable nodes should 
avoid long antennas to remain compact. 

 
Higher permissiveness is allowed for relay nodes weight (< 10kg) and dimensions 
(maximum 300 x 300 x 200 mm) since they would be just temporally carried by FR.  
 
Most of users do not have weight and dimensions restrictions for Vehicular nodes but 
should fit user transport requirements in order to be easily installed in the emergency 
vehicles.  
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Table 8 - Desired node weights for Forest Fire Scenario. 

 
In addition, other general requirements are considered for this case and other scenarios, 
which are summarized in section 6. 
 

2.5 Public Safety – Mountain Rescue 

2.5.1 Introduction 
Slovenia is an Alpine country which from year to year attracts more and more domestic as 
well as foreign visitors. This fact also results in a high number of accidents which happen on 
the territory of Slovenia and need intervention of mountain rescuers who are joined together 
in the Mountain Rescue Association of Slovenia. From the statistics from the MRAS it derives 
that approximately 400 interventions are done by their rescuers every year, mostly in the 
area of Alps and its foothills. From the statistics of Slovene Mountain Rescue Association it 
follows that in year 2009 in the whole area of Slovenia 46 people died in the accidents which 
required the intervention of Slovene mountain rescuers.  
 
In the period 2006-2009 125 people died in whole territory of Slovenia. In Slovenia from 1996 
till now seven mountain rescuers died in interventions and mountain rescue exercises. 
 
The above mentioned numbers are for a nation of only 2 million people very high. 
 
In the mountain rescue intervention the communication flow among different entities doesn’t 
present the bottleneck in the information flow. With the use of MONET equipment we’d like to 
support mountain rescuers to improve their safety and to enable distant doctor specialist to 
monitor the vital functions of the injured person. This goal can be achieved by enabling 
stable communication throughput with QoS and qualitative GIS and GPS support.  
 
As mountain rescue situations are unique and therefore very difficult to standardize, this 
scenario analysis although based on real actuation proceedings, should be considered as 
example for the application of MONET architecture. 
  

2.5.2 Players and Concept of Operation  
A mountain rescue scenario is analysed in this section.  
 
The primary Emergency agency involved is the Mountain rescue station competent for the 
area where accident occurred.  Presence of Police is assumed in this scenario only when 
area has to be examined in order to exclude the possibility of a crime act in the case when 
mountaineer(s) was/were found dead. Medical service is the third emergency agency 
involved and is in charge of health attendance to possible victims and injured First 
Responders (FRs).  In case the wounded mountaineer is brought down to the valley on 
stretchers the Medical rescue vehicle waits for them in the valley. Usually the Medical 
Rescuers themselves do not take active part in the Mountain Rescue Emergency but help 
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from the distance the mountain rescuer – a doctor with specialist knowledge from the area of 
medical diagnosis, of the person in need. The situation is Slovenia is rather specific since a 
lot of medical doctors are also keen doctors-mountain rescuers. 
 

2.5.2.1 Emergency Agencies Organization 
Differently from a forest fire scenario in the mountain rescue situation the emphasis is not on 
the cooperation among different emergency Agencies and its organisation but more on the 
reliable communication means and specific applications to support the mountain rescue 
scenario in often extreme weather and terrain conditions. 
 
This scenario analysis is based on a real and most common mountain rescue scenario in 
Slovenia. 
 
After receiving the emergency call in 112 centre (BO) the FRs from a competent Mountain 
Rescue Station are deployed with a head of intervention who leads the intervention and 
represents a CP of the intervention. Medical mountain rescue service (doctors) are not 
alerted only in the case if there’s a clear information that there is no injured people ( f.e. in 
the case of searching people who got lost). When the wounded mountaineer is found he/she 
is either transported to the hospital by helicopter or carried downhill to the nearest medical 
vehicle and transferred to the hospital. The accident and its circumstances are also 
examined by Police. 
 
The CP communicates directly to the Back Office (competent 112 Centre). In the case of 
additional need of  FRs the CP contacts the Back Office (competent 112 centre).   
 

2.5.2.2 Intervention Areas 
In the case of a mountain rescue we can talk about one intervention area with a head of 
intervention in CP communicating with 112 centre (Back office) and hospital and if needed 
with police. 
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Figure 4 - Intervention Areas in mountain rescue scenario 
 

2.5.2.3 Communication Flow  
Figure 5 depicts emergency communication flow in most of Mountain Rescue interventions. 
Please, note that we would like to focus on the communication FR-CP-BO which is in most 
cases for the emergencies in the mountains of the outmost importance. 

 
 

 

CPs

112 centre

FRs

 
Figure 5 - Mountain rescue mission - Communication flow 

 

• FRs - FRs 

Communications along all FRs within a specific emergency group (mountain 
rescuers) is the most standard communication need, mainly using voice. 

Communications between FRs coming from different groups (e.g. rescuers and police 
or police and medical units) is not regularly used in an emergency situation but should 
be able in case of exceptional necessity, according to user’s comments. 

 

• FRs – corresponding CP 
Bidirectional communication is allowed between the FRs of the same emergency 
agency and between the FRs and their CP. This communication would consist of 
voice, video and data services. Currently, mountain rescue service mainly counts on 
group calling mode voice service for daily work and emergency situations. 

 
Mountain rescuer in a mountain area will carry wearable biometric sensors, wearable 
video cameras, helmet handsets for voice, positioning equipment, portable GIS etc13. 
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All this data would be automatically collected by their mobile handsets and 
transmitted to their CP as a real time transmission. 

 
The CPs would have the equipment to receive, integrate and display all these data 
acquiring valuable risk management information. Crucial actions are allowed, for 
example, FRs could be rescued if irregular vital constants are observed. FRs will 
receive alerts, positioning information, commands to proceed, etc, through voice 
communication or data displayed in their user interface. All this mentioned data 
services are an asset comparing to current communication services limited by 
network capacity.  
 
Data transfer of vital functions of an injured person (hart rate, blood pressure, oxygen 
level, CO2….) will be continuously transferred to CP and through CP to a doctor in 
the hospital via BO (competent 112 centre) in which technology for converting the 
signals into TETRA, DMR, PMR or Paging system is also available. This is important 
in cases of manual transport of the injured person or when doctor is not present 
immediately. 
Having information of the injured doctors in hospital or ambulance vehicle can 
prepare any specific specialist/equipment. Doctor can also directly advice the FRs to 
take specific actions during transport. 
 

• CP – CP 
In the case more CPs are deployed (in the case of more MANET areas) they all 
should have bidirectional communication among them sharing valuable risk 
management information from their corresponding Emergency Agency.  In the 
MONET mountain rescue scenario this communication will not be of high importance 
but we’d still like to mention it to remain in the context of MONET. 

 

• CPs – External entities 
Police and Medical CPs should have bidirectional communications with external 
entities without the intervention of the 112 Centre. In the case of mountain rescue 
intervention this goes primarily for the Police and/or Medical Service while BO 
(competent 112 centre) will play a significant role in the information flow. This 
operational procedure is currently used especially in case of minor emergency 
events. Ambulances should be able to inform hospitals to reduce reaction time 
attending victims arriving to the hospital, for example while a Police officer can 
directly access his headquarter in a case of a need of additional information from the 
Central Registry of citizens, for example.   
 

• CPs – External information 
It’s also important that CPs could count on external connections in order to enhance 
effectiveness of the operational procedures.  
 
For example if CPs could access to detailed maps for geo-localization support units 
would receive detailed information of the target location, weather conditions on the 
area of an accident, avalanche threat in the area.... Access near real time satellite 
images is a new service provided by current observation LEO satellites in charge of 
image acquisition of the hot spots within several hours from the start of the 
emergency. 
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2.5.3 Scenario Definition  
Two mountain climbers get lost in the Alps of Slovenia. One of them is severely injured. The 
other calls the 112 centre and reports of the situation. He does not know their exact position. 
The Mountain rescue service is alerted and a rescue helicopter is sent for help. 
 
The mountain rescuers who will arrive at the area of accident will carry positioning 
equipment, body sensors (body temperature, heart beat, if applicable: foot pressure sensors, 
portable video cameras), all connected to a wearable MONET node with wireless wideband 
communication. The important issue with this scenario is that almost all mountain rescue 
actions in Slovenia are done with the help of the helicopter. This presents a good opportunity 
to incorporate and test the MONET solution also with this airborne platforms since the rescue 
area is surveyed by a helicopter with a portable MONET node. 
 
The mountain rescuers who will arrive at the area of accident will carry positioning 
equipment, body sensors (body temperature, heart beat, if applicable: foot pressure 
sensors), portable video cameras, all connected to a wearable MONET node with wireless 
wideband communication. The rescue area is surveyed by a helicopter with a portable 
MONET node. They will also carry the Patient monitor equipment for monitoring the vital 
functions of the injured. 
 
Since the mountainous areas are not accessible by vehicle, all communication equipment 
should be brought to the rescue area either by foot or by helicopter. This scenario implies 
clear weight and power consumption restrictions to the communication equipment.  
 
Due to the absence of existing infrastructure (PMR or civilian network), satellite links are 
essential to provide rapid and efficient communication capability.  
 
In this scenario only one protection and rescue entity is envisaged on the area of the 
accident: the Mountain rescue services. Their mobile Command Post will need to have a 
reliable connection to a Back Office (112 centre) in the valley in order to be able to engage 
more rescuers in case of need, to activate the helicopter team, or to consult a specialist 
doctor located in hospital in the valley. 
 
The Back Office should have the following communication services: voice, data and video 
transfer using a suitable MONET connection. 
 
One common mobile Command Post will be deployed on the appropriate place in the area of 
the accident. The intervention leader will have a whole picture of the rescuers which include: 

- their position (in a Geographic Information System – GIS) 

- their body functions: heart beat, body temperature and feet pressure 

- voice communication 

- video  

- images 

- vital functions data of the injured person will be monitored by a doctor in the hospital. 

 
The mobile Command Post should have the equipment to receive, integrate and display all 
data coming from first responder’s equipment in order to facilitate the first responder’s risk 
management. Therefore, the location of all rescuers, their vital functions from body sensors, 
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capability to transfer voice, data and video should be available in a portable first responder’s 
equipment.  
 
The Command Post will have a MONET node with a satellite interface which would also form 
a wideband Mobile wireless Ad-hoc Network (MANET) with mountain rescuer MONET 
nodes. An extra MONET node with satellite interface is placed in the helicopter which will fly 
over the rescue area. A satellite link is used to connect two MONET satellite interface nodes 
(Command Post, Back Office (112 centre). 
 
In case a ground MONET node with satellite link cannot establish a satellite connection the 
MONET node in the helicopter will be used for the communication between two parts (two 
MANETs) of the rescue team. 
 
It is noted that any information to be sent to Back Office will come from the Command Post 
and not directly from first responders working in the rescue area. 
 

Resources involved in mountain rescue scenario 
Emergency Bodies People per vehicle Personnel Vehicles Helicopters 

mountain rescue agency 4 10 2 1 
Table 9 - Resources involved in Mountain Rescue scenario 

 

2.5.3.1 Type of Nodes 
The rescue team with its personal equipment (body sensors, portable node and relay node) 
and Patient monitoring equipment comprise a Wireless Mobile ad-hoc Network – MANET. 
Satellite link will mainly be used as communication link between CP and Back Office. In the 
case when FR looses connection with a relay node his portable node should either establish 
new connection to another relay node or a satellite link.  
Vehicular nodes will be located in vehicles providing communication links to other vehicular 
nodes, BO and relay nodes. Commonly this links will be satellite ones. 
 

MONET nodes and users 
 

Type of nodes 
 

Portable Node 
 

Relay Node 
 

Vehicular Node 
 

Fixed Node 
 

Emergency units 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 10 - Mountain rescue node types 
 

2.5.3.2 Scenario Diagram 
Following figure presents the MONET network diagram in a mountain rescue scenario. 
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112 centre
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VEHICULAR node
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Figure 6 - MONET infrastructure in mountain rescue scenario 

 
To determine the range of communication we propose a model determining the spread of 
radio signals (Hata, Longly-Race ,...) 
 
For the testing we'd like to suggest the same methodology as it's used for TETRA. The 
methodology is described in details in a separate document. With our end user we plan to do 
WiFi and WiMAX range testing in different small theatres (range from 70 to 150). This means 
that we'll always focus on a small theatre size since this is almost always the case in 
mountain rescue situation in Slovenia. From the point of view of rescuing and radio coverage 
we'll divide our test polygons in several different test beds like for example: wood, cliff, 
valleys ...and test them in four different seasons. A separate document on that will be 
prepared which will be regularly updated through the project. 
 
The communication flow occurs as follows: rescuers on terrain with portable nodes have 
communication link to the nearest relay or directly to nearest vehicular node. If rescuer with 
portable node or relay node finds himself out of MANET terrestrial area an alternative link 
must be automatically established (f.e. directly to satellite). CP has overview of all portable 
and relay nodes in every moment of operation. CP has direct satellite link to provide a 
communication flow to Back office (112 centre) and thought it also to hospital if necessary.  
 

2.5.4 Communication requirements 
Taking into account Slovene Mountain Rescue Association necessities and traffic statistics of 
other Slovene public safety agencies voice communication requirements can be listed as 
follows:  

• Mean waiting time (WD): 2 sec, max 5 sec 
• Grade of Service (GoS): 5%, max 10% 
• Foreseen traffic: 0,025 ERL/user 
• The mean holding time per subscriber: 35 sec 
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A description of above expressions: 

Relating to Grade of Service (GoS): The probability that any call will be delayed by more 
that t seconds is given: 

 

The probability of a call experiencing a delay PD is given by (Erlang C formula): 

∑
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Where: 

A = total traffic load in Erlangs, C = Number of channels, H = the mean holding time per 
subscriber in the busy hour. 
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Where: 

• M = the number of subscribers, 
• λ = the number of calls per subscriber in the busy hour, 
• H = the mean holding time per subscriber in the busy hour. 

The grade of service (GoS) must be round 5%, max. 10%. 

Relating to mean waiting time (WD): The mean waiting time for delayed calls (WD) is given 
by: 
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The mean waiting time for delayed calls (WD) must be round 2 seconds, but in no way more 
than 5 seconds. 
 

service occurrence priority 
voice non-stop p1 
Video Non-stop P3 

Sensors intermittently P1 
Positioning intermittently P2 

Alarm intermittently P1 
SMS intermittently P2 
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Table 11 Communication requirements in Mountain Rescue Scenario 
 
Following analysis shows all possible communication services that should be used during a 
mountain rescue scenario similar to previously described.  
 
Relating to frequency and number of topology changes estimation 
At this stage we would like to propose a MONET node to have a DMR radio interface (a 
connector). The reason for this suggestion lies in the fact that Slovene mountain rescuers 
already use DMR hand station for voice communication. Priorities should be as follows: in 
the case of non-availability of MONET network the system should firstly switch to DMR and 
only after that to satellite communications. The DMR system enables the DMR hand stations 
to know when they are in or out the DMR network. 
 
For the telemetric data we would like to suggest sending them firstly over DMR and over 
satellite as a second option while the video transfer should go through the satellite 
communication as the first priority. 
 
Relating to communication requirements outside the theatre of operations. 
Slovene mountain rescuers would like to have voice, data and video transfer or at least 
transfer of a picture for communications outside the theatre of operations. Please, take into 
consideration that Slovene Mountain Rescuers already use DMR which we suggest to be 
used for voice and telemetric data transfer. The satellite communication would be used for 
video and picture transfer. 
 
Relating to reports occurrence (e.g. position)  
For the position data we would like to have them in a 15 sec time period and for the 
telemetric data non-stop.  
 
Relating setup time for command and control purposes with end-users 
The system must be technically deployable within one minute when arriving to the 
intervention area.  
 

2.5.5 Other specific requirements 
Following sub-section detailed requirements applied for this scenario that should be meet by 
MONET architecture. 
 

• Wireless coverage   
The area where rescue mission take place can be extremely difficult to cover with a 
wireless signals.  In real life several grey zones can be expected and proper locating of 
communication equipment (relay nodes and CPs) is extremely important. It is important to 
have in mind that during mission the whole MANET network will move over the terrain to 
confirm the mission requirements. 

 

• Data Rate 
The most demanding part of data transfer is video stream from portable/relay nodes to 
CP. In dependence of the network available (Wireless LAN, UMTS, GSM, Satellite link…) 
video stream should be replaced by periodically sent high resolution pictures. Other 
communications like voice, patient data, and sensor data are not so consumptive. 

 

• Weight & Dimensions  
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All nodes should be ergonomic and suitable for emergency users. Mountain rescuers 
should wear just absolutely necessary equipment that facilitates their work and allows 
easy movement. Taking into account most restricted user comments, Portable nodes 
should not exceed weight and dimensions around 1kg and (150 x 60 x 40 mm), typical 
values of current emergency terminals (DMR, TETRA, PMR terminals). Portable nodes 
should avoid long antennas to remain compact. 
 
Higher permissiveness is allowed for Relay nodes weight (< 10kg) and dimensions 
(maximum 300 x 300 x 200 mm) since they would be just temporally carried by FR.  
 
Taking into consideration that a Vehicular node would in many cases be transported to 
the area of accident by helicopter we’d suggest the maximum weight to be 30 kg. 

 

MONET – Maximum node's weight 

Type of nodes 

Portable node 
 

Relay node Vehicular node 

Slovene 
Mountain 
Rescuer 

1 kg 10 kg 30  kg 

Table 12 - Desired node weights in Mountain Rescue scenario. 
 

• Costs 
In Slovenia we’re in a process of deployment of TETRA or uses previous Digital Mobile 
Radio Technologies with even lower bit rate.  
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3 Border Control – Coastal Monitoring 

3.1 Introduction 
The European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External 
Borders of the Member States of the European Union (FRONTEX14) coordinates operational 
cooperation between Member States in the field of management of European Union external 
borders. Member States are in charge of control and surveillance of their corresponding 
external borders, and therefore, each Member State has independently developed its own 
technical and operational procedures. 
 
Spanish solutions for control and surveillance of external borders represent a clear referent 
for European Union members. The Civil Guard Body, who assumes the role of frontier police 
in Spain, has developed a worth-mentioning and sophisticated operative system, SIVE 
(literally Integrated System for External Surveillance15). SIVE aims at improving 
responsiveness to fight against drug traffic and illegal immigration through the south-Spain 
frontier. 
 
The Spanish Civil Guard Body may count on the support of other entities such as the 
Maritime Safety and Rescue16, other State Armed Forces as Spanish Navy or National Police 
Body, Red Cross... Maritime Safety and Rescue provides maritime resources in support of 
search for people or ships which are in distress or imminent danger. Like medical services, 
Maritime Safety and Rescue also provides first aid to victims. Police department would be 
responsible for the subsequent legal proceedings. 
 
The Maritime Service of the Spanish Civil Guard Body as a global Control and Monitoring 
Centre at state level which is in contact with several Coordination Centres located in port 
territories, as the Maritime Rescue Agency which also counts on several Safety Coordination 
Centres.  
 
Maritime Rescue Agency co-ordinates operations with the rescue services from neighbouring 
countries, playing its part in the world rescue network. Each coastal country has been 
assigned a specific area in which it is responsible for rescue operations. In some cases 
border control missions also require close cooperation between neighbouring nations, and 
therefore, coordination centres from different countries are in contact to manage and control 
the situation. MONET solution will provide European Member States of a technical solution 
with no interoperability problems.  
 
MONET Consortium has count on Spanish Civil Guard Body support to develop this 
scenario, which is reality-based in operational and communication aspects. A number of 
possible applications supported by a hybrid network has been detected for border control 
surveillance and applied to a maritime border scenario.  
 

3.2 Players and Concept of operation 
The scenario baseline comprises the detection, interception, rescue and health attendance of 
an illegal ship which approach Spanish territory.  Actors involved can be classified base on 
their assigned task into: 

                                                 
14  Visit the website http://europa.eu/agencies/community_agencies/frontex  for more information. 
15  Visit the website http://www.guardiacivil.org/prensa/actividades/sive03 for more information 
(Spanish language). 
16  Visit the website http://www.salvamentomaritimo.es for more information. 
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• Control and Monitoring Centre (C&MC) 

It is assumed there will be a unique C&MC responsible for monitoring and 
coordinating all the maritime surveillance operation along Spanish coast. Mobile 
sensor units are connected to it by means of fibre optic or radio. In some cases, 
satellite links are also used.   

• Fixed Command Post (FCP) 

FCP is a field coordination centre that monitors and coordinates in the field 
emergency units, reporting the C&MC and comply with its commands. This FCP is 
linked to Fixed sensor station, placed closed to it. Nowadays, FCP functionality is 
being replaced by C&MC and Fixed Command Posts are becaming unattended. 

• Fixed sensor stations  

This term refers to fixed radar stations deployed alongside the coast at strategic 
points (at higher altitudes and with large visibility) in order to provide extensive 
coverage. This part is complementary to FCP and it is placed in the proximity of FCP. 

• Mobile sensor units 

Mobile sensor units are terrestrial, maritime and aerial units whose target is detecting 
unidentified objects and provide information to the FCP or directly to C&MC (in case 
FCP is unattended). Although in actual practice some terrestrial vehicles may carry 
radar equipment to serve as mobile sensor units from the coast, this option as not 
been considered for simplicity of the operation description. 

• Interception units 

Interception units are maritime and aerial units whose target is rescuing the illegal 
craft if it is in distress or imminent danger and tug it till the coast.  

• Terrestrial support units 

Security forces and medical services helping in charge of political and health 
attendance, respectively.   

 

3.2.1 Resources 
Civil Guard Body coordinates the global operation from a unique C&MC and the field 
operation from a FCP (just in case, this FCP isn’t unattended). In other case, this facility 
(FCP) will act as a relay, providing to C&MC all the information collected in real time. Civil 
Guard Body has maritime, aerial and terrestrial units intervening in all mission phases. Civil 
Guard patrols acts as sensor units (2 vessels and a helicopter) and may also offer support to 
the interception units. Maritime Safety and Rescue Agency is present with one craft 
dedicated to interception tasks. Medical Services will also be present with terrestrial support 
units. 
 
Table 13 summaries the number of units deployed and the personnel involved. Lets point out 
that maritime crafts may widely vary in length and crew size. 8 members per vessel is a 
typical medium size value which has been assumed.  Two Civil Guards will drive the mobile 
sensor helicopter unit. According to Madrid Civil Protection Medical Services (SAMUR) each 
ambulance and ICU (Intensive Care Unit) of the Medical Service is usually comprised of 3 
members (doctor, nurse and driver). Civil Guards cars are usually comprised of 2 members.  
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Resources involved in border control scenario 
emergency bodies people per vehicle personnel vehicles 

Vessels (sensors units) 8 16 2 
Helicopters (sensor units) 2 4 2 

Vessels (interception units) 8 16 2 
Medical Service 3 15 5 

Civil Guards 2 10 5 
total units deployed  61 16 

Table 13 - Resources involved in Border Control scenario. 
 

3.2.2 Communication Flow 
Figure 1Figure 7 depicts the communication flow needed by the actors involved in a border 
control mission. 
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Figure 7 - Communication flow in border control scenario 

 
Notice that fixed sensor stations are equipped with sophisticated radars and optronic sensors 
as CCD and infrared cameras. They are assumed to be wired to FCP and therefore, this 
communication will not be targeted by the network under design.  
 
Communication flow can be visualised as a tree structure which is described as follows.  
 

• C&MC  with FCP 
C&MC  with FCP require point-to-point voice communication. In addition, FCP should 
have the possibility to send video signal to C&MC to keep it informed of what is 
happening in the intervention area. In case, FCP is unattended, this facility will act as 
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a relay, passing through to C&MC all kind of communications carried out by different 
bodies.  
 

• Civil Guard and Medical Services terrestrial units 

Civil guards deployed in the coast require (belonging to the support Terrestrial units) 
use of a talkgroup17 among them to witch FCP is also subscribed (see further details 
of this type of call in Forest Fire scenario section 2.4). Medical services should also 
have their own talkgroup connected also with FCP. 

Relating to data communication, terrestrial units may send positioning coordinates to 
FCP. FCP in return needs to send short data messages with global units and 
intercepted craft positions.  

FCP acts as coordinator between civil guards and medical personnel. However, their 
talkgroups may be connected by the FCP (acting as dispatcher) in case of 
exceptional necessity, according to user’s comments.  
 

• Mobile Sensor units 

It is crucial that Mobile Sensor units send to FCP the information they are obtaining 
from the illegal vessel location, situation, size crew of the vessel and their conditions. 
FCP should receive positioning coordinates and video signal from each mobile sensor 
vehicle. 

On the other direction FCP sends short data messages and positioning images to the 
Mobile Sensor units. 

Each member of the sensor vehicles requires voice connection with the FCP. 
Moreover, it is Nice to have that the there sensor units share the same talkgroup. 

In case, FCP is unattended, this facility will act as a relay, passing through to C&MC 
all kind of communications. 

 

• Mobile Interception units 

Mobile interception units require certain information from the FCP that is sent via 
voice communications, short data messages and images.  

It is also Nice to have that the two interception units deployed share the same 
talkgroup to which FCP also belongs. 

It may be required that a member of the interception unit (a First Responder, FR) 
jumped onto the suspicious ship. Therefore, communications between this FR and the 
vessel should be ensured: first, for mission purpose and second, to ensure FR safety. 

 

3.3 Scenario definition 
As previously mentioned this border control situation comprises the detection, interception 
rescue and health attendance of an illegal ship which approach Spanish territory.  
 
                                                 
17 Emergency responders use talkgroups, bridged voice circuits, to comunícate. Individuals are pre-
assigned to specific talkgroups that link specific collaborative communities. 
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It will be supposed that fixed radar sensor stations are deployed alongside the coast at 
strategic points (at higher altitudes and with large visibility) in order to provide extensive 
coverage. These radars would be able to detect several meters long objects at an average 
distance of 20 maritime miles (around 37 km), although this parameter depends strongly on 
the object size and environmental factors reaching 40 or even 60 miles in some cases. Fixed 
radar sensor stations are equipped with optronic sensors as CCD and infrared cameras, 
which enables further identification of details, even when the operation takes place at night 
time. 
 
Each of these fixed radar sensor stations is wired to a Fixed Command Post (FCP) which is 
continuously receiving all data generated by the radar stations. For this scenario, it assumes 
that FCP isn’t unattended and one person is in charge of the management of the operation. 
In other case, it would be the C&MC who assume this role. FCP is continuously monitoring 
the data provided by the corresponding radar sensor station. If FCP detects an unidentified 
moving object the detection phase of the operation starts. Mobile sensor units are sent 
towards the unidentified object after FCP confirmation in order to provide detail information 
from the object, which will be even recorded if related distance between the crafts is low 
enough.  
 
FCP is in charge of integrating and processing all data coming from sensor stations and 
checks object distance, direction and speed. FCP may identify the object as possible real 
illegal ship or false alarm by tracking the object movement. In case of positive identification 
the FCP alerts the Control and Monitoring Coastal Centre (C&MC), who is also aware in 
real time about what is happening. If FCP is unattended, it is the C&MC centre directly who 
identify the object. At this stage the interception phase starts.  
 
Firstly, the C&MC alerts their own interception units to go after the illegal ship and ask for the 
contribution of the Maritime Safety and Rescue Agency. Then, terrestrial units are told to 
make haste towards the area where the supposed illegal immigration ship is expected to 
approach the coast.  
 
The interception units allowed intercepting a suspicious ship, helped with information 
provided by FCP or C&MC such as position and size of the vessel, crew size and their 
conditions, salvage the vessel and tug it till the coast where the terrestrial emergency groups 
will be waiting. 
 
Depending on how far is the illegal ship from the cost, rescue phase is performed at high 
seas by Civil Guard units and the ship is tugged to the coast or the ship is driven to the cost 
by interception ship, being terrestrial units who will go on with health attendance tasks and 
will take responsibility of the illegal immigrants.  
 
Communication system is under a certain load during detection, interception and rescue 
phases which duration may ranges from a couple of hours to half day. 
 

3.3.1 Type of Nodes 
The four types of node described in Forest Fire scenario are considered in this case: 
Portable, Relay, Vehicular and Fixed nodes. Required functionalities and means to carry 
them are similar, which implies that nodes characteristics may be kept in the same weight, 
dimensions and compactness ranges.  
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Table 14 - Border Control node types. 

 

3.3.2 Scenario diagram 
Figure 8 shows MONET application in the detection phase of the baseline. There are two 
fixed nodes located at the fixed coordination centres, field FCP and C&MC. Both, FCP and 
C&CM are connected through fibre optic, radio link or even a dedicated satellite link, 
depending on the geographical location of the FCP centre. 
 
FCP should receive a certain amount of data from fixed and mobile sensor units, and 
therefore, FCP should also count on wireless interface access in its node. The two crafts and 
the helicopter should convey vehicular nodes. FCP and these mobile sensor units are Nice to 
have to comprise a wireless MANET network, although it highly depends on their mutual 
distance.  Satellite links may be required if sensor units drop of the wireless network.  
 

 
Figure 8 - Border control scenario during detection phase 

 
Figure 9 shows the MONET application during the interception and rescue phases. 
Terrestrial support units and maritime interception units appear in this phase of the scenario. 
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Figure 9 - Border control scenario during interception phase 

 
As previously described, FCP sends voice instructions and crucial information to the 
maritime intervention and terrestrial support units via short data messages and positioning 
images. In case FCP is unattended, is the C&MC the responsible for this task through the 
connection link with the FCP. The two maritime intervention units and the eight terrestrial 
vehicles should carry vehicular nodes. Portable units are reserved for pedestrian units in the 
coast and FRs in the intervention crafts who may require jumping onto the illegal ship.  
 
The main target is forming a robust MANET network around the field FCP, issue that is 
highly constrained by the wireless interface coverage of the nodes. During the interception 
phase, the remained sensor stations and the interception units may comprise a MANET 
network which reaches the FCP. In addition, maritime interception units should tug the vessel 
to the closest coast area as possible. This would ensure that terrestrial units form a MANET 
network where FCP also belongs. The target of building this robust MANET network/s 
around FCP may force to apply slight changes on the current operational control and 
surveillance procedures. 
 
In any case, MANET network/s will be formed around the illegal ship. If they do not wrap the 
FCP, satellite links are highly required to connect them. To the rest of the units out of the 
MANET coverage or in case of network overloading, the mechanisms to be applied should 
be the same as those described in previous scenarios: 
 

- If the unit has a satellite link, this link should be automatically activated and then 
automatically deactivated when the MANET network connection restored. 

- If the unit node has no satellite link they should move towards the nearest node with 
coverage within the MANET network.  
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3.4 Communication requirements 
Relating to node movement aspects  
Terrestrial vehicles movement can be characterized as in forest fire scenario considering an 
average speed between 50 and 80km/h. However, maritime units as vessels involved in this 
scenario could vary their velocity between 10 and 20 knots (nautical mile per hour) and 
helicopters could reach approximately 100km/h which racing towards the suspected object. 
All nodes will reduce their movement once near the suspected vessel. 
 
Relating to frequency of information delivery 
Whereas for terrestrial units positioning refreshment is needed each 1,5 minutes while 
moving and each 5 minutes18 if stopped, maritime and aerial units require position 
information delivery each 30 seconds unless their instructions from command centres 
indicates any change. 
 
Relating to disaster extension 
Considering the crucial role of fixed radar stations which are able to detect several meters 
long objects at an average distance of 20 maritime miles (around 37 km), the scenario 
extension where the MANET network could be deployed can reach approximately 20km2.  
 
Relating to voice communications 
 
Voice Communication requirements of public safety emergency services involved in this 
scenario, as the terrestrial medical services, can be correctly considered as in forest fire case 
(see section 2). Each Medical service member in the coastal area would produce 

callermin1572,7 ⋅
PTT

 during the busiest hour of 10 seconds duration on average. They will 
also generate approximately 2 P2P calls to hospitals per injured victim to be attended which 
can take 1 minute each on average. 
 
However, voice communication requirements of maritime and aerial units and security forces 
located in the coast have not been obtained since interviewed users can just provide 
subjective values that are not sufficient to characterize this type of traffic accurately. 
 

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS IN the border control scenario 

public safety agency service in 
use users SAT 

MANET/SAT19 comm. flow Requirement 
level20 occurrence

TERRESTRIAL UNITS 
OF CILVIL GUARD BODY 

P2P 
Voice 
Calls 

2 SAT 

Fixed 
Command 
Post with 

C&MC 

Shall have 12 P2P/h 

                                                 
18 Data collected in the 7th June 2010 WS (see deliverable 2.2) 
19 SAT means the communication will go through satellite link. MANET/SAT means satellite access is used as back up. 
20 Shall have refers to a service of information for which failure to deliver, disruption or delay is not tolerate in view of its impact 
on public safety operations. This level is identified with dark orange. Should have refers to data that allows some tolerance 
relating to the specified value. This level is identified with light orange. Nice to have refers to future desires that would be an 
asset for current operational practises. This level is identified with yellow. 
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Real Time 
Video 1 SAT 

Fixed 
Command 

Post to 
C&MC 

Nice to have

1 
transmitting  
continuously 
once video 

signal is 
received 

from sensor 
units 

PTT 
Voice Call 10 MANET/SAT 

FCP 
from/to civil 
guards and 

among 
them 

Shall have - 

Location 
services 10+5 MANET/SAT 

Units 
(pedestrian 

and 
vehicles) to 

FCP 

Shall have 

Nominal 
each 1,5 
minutes 

while 
moving. 

 
Each 5 mins 
if stopped. 

P2P 
Voice 
Calls 

5 SAT 
Medical 

vehicles to 
hospitals 

Shall have 

30 P2P 
assuming 
15 injured 
immigrants 

PTT 
Voice Call 15 MANET/SAT 

FCP 
from/to 
medical 
staff and 
among 
them 

Shall have - 
TERRESTRIAL UNITS 

OF MEDICAL SERVICES 

Location 
services 15+5 MANET/SAT 

Medical 
units 

(pedestrian 
and 

vehicles) to 
FCP 

Shall have 

Nominal 
each 

1,5minutes 
moving. 

 
Each 5 mins 
if stopped. 

MOBILE SENSOR UNITS 
PTT 

Voice 
Calls 

20 MANET/SAT 

FCP 
from/to 
sensor 
units 

personnel 
and among 

them 

Shall have - 
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Location 
services 4 MANET/SAT 

Vessels 
and 

helicopters 
to FCP 

Shall have 

Nominal 
each 30 
seconds 

while 
moving. 

 
Each 5 mins 
if stopped. 

Real time 
video 4 MANET/SAT 

Sensor 
vehicular 
units to 

FCP 

Nice to have

4 
transmitting  
continuously 

once the 
suspect 
object is 

close 

PTT 
Voice 
Calls 

16 MANET/SAT 

FCP 
from/to 

interception 
units 

personnel 
and among 

them 

Shall have - 

Location 
services 16+2 MANET/SAT 

Vessels, 
helicopters 
and their 
personnel 

to FCP 

Shall have 

Nominal 
each 30 
seconds 

while 
moving. 

 
Each 5 

minutes if 
stopped. 

MOBILE INTERCEPTION UNITS 

Images 
and data 

messages
16 MANET/SAT 

FCP to 
interception 
personnel 

Should have - 

Table 15 - Communications summary in Border Control scenario 
 

3.5 Other specific requirements 
Several specific requirements should be considered in a border control scenario to ensure 
MONET communication system guarantee current and future operational needs. 
 

• Wireless coverage 
This scenario may be especially subjected to large distances between maritime platform 
and airborne platform or between these mobile units and FCP. Therefore, in order to 
provide spread and robust MANET networks adapted to this border control case that 
ensures reliable and available communications it is required large wireless coverage for 
MONET nodes reaching even 1km.  
 

• Signal attenuation 
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In maritime environment rain and fog are source of signal attenuation which should be 
taken into account in the radio interfaces design in order to ensure data communications 
required through wireless MANET connexions and satellite links.  
 

• User interface 
Fixed nodes installed in coordination centres requires interface for radar trace (1Mps). 
Notice that FCP should have the suitable equipment to receive, integrate and display all 
data coming from emergency units, equipment connected to its corresponding fixed 
node.   

 
In addition, other general requirements are considered for this case and other scenarios, 
which are summarized in section 6. 
 

4 Airport Control 

4.1 Introduction 
The European airline industry comprises a network of more than 60 providers of air 
navigation service, more than 450 airports and over 130 airlines. This network has supported 
a growth in the transport needs of European citizens, so the demand will triple between 1980 
and 2000. Therefore, this has entailed an increase of air traffic in recent years. This trend is 
expected to continue in the next years. It is for this reason that the tasks of management and 
control, both for air and ground segment, also will be increased. This project focuses on 
ground segment since MONET network technology might be very suitable for the airport 
management and control, where typically a large number of vehicles and entities must be 
coordinated. Several applications are possible: 
 

1. Remote areas. Although most airports already have a fixed wireless communication 
network, most of the airport area outside the terminal is not covered by this network, 
which makes a mobile network necessary to connect vehicles that work in the 
movement area. Moreover, satellite links can be used in remote areas where even 
wireless communication is not available. 

2. Network Fall-out. Wireless link and satellite link can be used to provide the minimum 
services in case of a network fall-out. (e.g. due to a natural disaster or a terrorist 
attack). A MONET network could be deployed to provide the minimum services 
needed for e.g.:  

• Airport operation until the usual communication systems are restored (ground 
handling, airport services, etc). 

• Enabling humanitarian operations in the place of disaster. 

3. Airport occasional event. For crisis management, e.g. snow and ice removal 
operations, MONET could facilitate the communication between the airport control 
centre and the emergency bodies (e.g. snowploughs), as well as the reception of data 
provided by the maintenance vehicles to analyze if the runways can be used for 
landing and take off.. Vehicles responsible for the maintenance of runways should be 
equipped with (video) image systems, measurement systems (friction coefficient of 
the runways), position systems (GPS), all connected to the MONET node.  

4. Airport emergency. In case of an aircraft crash inside the airport area, airport 
authorities must take over operational procedures and could provide external 
emergency bodies with portable MONET nodes to allow the communication between 
all users (airport internal and external) involved. Moreover, if the accident occurs in a 
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remote area, it will be necessary to deploy a mobile MONET network to coordinate 
the airport internal operations (see also point 1 above). Again, satellite link can then 
be used for the communication between the advanced control post and the airport 
authorities. 

 
As mentioned above, MONET will only cover the ground traffic management, so air traffic 
should be managed by other systems that should be interoperable with MONET system. 
 
The MONET system operates as follows; each vehicle or facility has a MONET node which 
forms a wideband Mobile wireless Ad-hoc Network (MANET) with other MONET nodes. Also 
a satellite link could be used as a relay between two MANET networks due to coverage 
requirements and the impossibility to cover all movement area with fixed or relay nodes.  
 

4.2 Players and Concept of Operation 

4.2.1 Players 
Several actors are defined within an airport; most of them are operative all time (e.g. Control 
Tower, Airport Management Centre, marshallers and so on), so communication between 
them should be ensured in any situation. Other players (e.g. snowploughs) are only used in 
specific events but also they should be communicated. 
 
Actors in airport control scenario: 

• Control Tower (TWR) controls aircraft movement on and around the airport, besides 
it controls vehicles movement of vehicles on the manoeuvring area. 

• Airport Management Centre manages all information relating to the movement area. 

• Service Control Posts are in charge of the service teams. 

o Marshallers Coordination Centre this centre keeps marshallers informed 
about flights and required parking positions and manages them. 

o Runway and Apron Service coordinates the operations and monitors the 
vehicles in the movement area (e.g. maintenance personnel, beacon 
personnel and so on). 

o Fire Extinction Service manages internal fire fighters. 

o Handling Agent performs the deployment of ground handling vehicles. There 
are usually several handling agents per airport. This kind of actor is included 
in the scenario, but generally ground handling vehicles will not carry a MONET 
node. 

o Meteorological Centre gathers and provides meteorological information. 

o Security Centre manages security personnel allocated at the airport, as well 
as the different security facilities installed in the airport. 

• Service Teams provide aircraft, passengers and airport services. They are formed by 
vehicles. Each vehicle will carry positioning equipment and a display integrated to 
receive data. 

o Marshallers provide aircraft with active guidance from the ramp holding point 
to the parking position assigned. This service is performed since they receive 
flights information through a portable MONET node. The next flights will 
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appear on the screen, so a marshaller will be able to mark one flight to guide 
it, and then this flight is automatically deactivated on the screens of the other 
marshallers using an alarm. Other service is that marshallers register parking 
time of aircraft to invoice. Moreover, they do periodic inspections of the 
runways, taxiways and so on, therefore they could use MONET system to 
inform about incidences and know the exact location since they carry a 
MONET node that saves their coordinates. 

o Maintenance personnel carry out maintenance tasks, such as runways 
maintenance, communication facilities maintenance, measurements of the 
friction coefficient on runways during a snowfall and so on. 

o Beacon maintenance personnel carry out the beacons inspections and 
other air communication systems.  

o Airport Fire Extinction Service is in charge of extinction and rescue 
activities in case of accident, fire, or natural disaster. They provide a first 
response before external emergency bodies arrive at the place of the incident. 

o Airport Security Forces are composed of personnel of The National Police 
and the Civil Guard permanently allocated at the airport, for immigration and 
customs control. They also send their personnel to start the security activities 
together with the airport private security services staff in case of emergency. 

o Airport Medical Service is in charge of organizing the Advanced Medical 
Area in case of emergency, starting the triage of victims and paying the first 
medical aids until the external medical services arrive to this area.  

o Ground handling personnel: Although in principal not carrying MONET 
nodes initially. 

o Passengers buses are used to move people from the terminal to either an 
aircraft or another terminal. Normally they are used when aircraft is parked 
outside gate. 

o De-icing vehicles are used under extreme meteorological conditions to 
perform a procedure of de-icing to aircraft. 

o Snowploughs are used to remove snow if it is required. They are grouped in 
sixes, but only the main snowplough is communicated with the control post. 
Besides, each group is guided by a marshaller.  

o External emergency bodies will be commanded by airport authorities if they 
operate in airport area. In addition, each unit will receive a MONET node to 
communicate and coordinate the operations. 

 

4.2.2 Intervention Areas 
The intervention area for Airport Control is the operational area (also called movement area). 
It is the area where all operations such as takeoff and landing, aircraft parking, aircraft 
handling and so on are performed. According to the ICAO the movement area is divided in 
two parts: 
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• The manoeuvring area includes runways and taxiways. It controlled by Control 
Tower since permission must be obtained to access this area. It is the part of the 
airport used by aircraft for landing and takeoff. It does not include the airport ramp. 

 
• The apron is the area where aircraft are parked, unloaded, loaded, refueled and 

boarded. Although the use of the apron is covered by regulations, such as lighting on 
vehicles, it is typically more accessible to users than the runway or taxiway. However, 
the apron is not usually open to the general public and a license may be required to 
gain access. 

 

4.2.3 Communication Flow 
This figure shows the communication flow between actors in an airport control scenario. 
 

 
Figure 10 - Diagram of the communication flow in Airport Control 

 
Airport Management Centre and Control Tower receive and share operational information. 
Airport Management Centre manages Service Control Posts (Handling Agent, Fire Extinction 
Service and so on) and Service Teams are commanded by Service Control Posts. Moreover, 
Service Control Posts could communicate between them, and also Service Teams could 
communicate between them. These communication flows are described below: 
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• Control Tower – Airport Management Centre 
It is a bidirectional communication to transmit flight information and other critical 
information (e.g. meteorological information). So Aircraft Management Centre can 
manage efficiently the airport and take appropriate decisions since it has the 
situational awareness of the all operations in the airport. Voice and data 
communication are mainly used. 
 

• Airport Management Centre – Service Control Post 
It is a bidirectional communication between both. Airport Management Centre 
manages Service Control Posts to avoid a coordination loss and improve the services 
efficiency. Moreover, Airport Management Centre receives continuously information 
of the state of the processes and coordinates the emergency situations. This 
communication shall mainly consist of voice and data services. 
 

• Service Control Post – Service Team 
It is a bidirectional communication to manage the operation of the service teams. 
Currently, this communication consists of voice services, but data services are Nice 
to have. For example, marshallers could receive flights information through a portable 
MONET node from Marshallers Coordination Centre, and then the next flights will 
appear on the screen, so a marshaller will be able to mark one flight to guide it, and 
then this flight is automatically deactivated on the screens of the other marshallers 
using an alarm. Also, marshallers could register parking time of aircraft to invoice. 
 
Each vehicle shall carry positioning equipment and a display integrated to receive 
data, also vehicles could carry video cameras and so on. The Service Control Posts 
shall have the equipment required to transmit all necessary information to Service 
Teams, as well as the equipment to receive, integrate, display and manage all 
information sent by vehicles. 
 

• Service Control Post – Service Control Post 
It is a bidirectional communication, some Service Control Posts communicate 
between them to coordinate operations and share information. 
 

• Service Team – Service Team 
It is a bidirectional communication via voice at this moment. This communication is 
not usually used unless and an emergency or an incidence will occur. 
 

• Service Team – Control Tower 
It is a bidirectional communication since vehicles must be directly authorized by 
Control Tower to operate in the manoeuvring area. This type of communication is via 
radio, although it could be via data if MONET system is implanted. Besides, Control 
Tower could receive the position of each vehicle. 

 

4.3 Scenario Definition 

4.3.1 Type of Nodes 
Due to operational requirements of Airport Control scenario, four different types of nodes are 
considered: 

• Vehicular Nodes are carried by vehicles. However, some specific maintenance 
vehicles will not carry internal nodes because the marshaller will use a portable node 
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to work, also external emergency bodies will not use vehicular nodes, an portable 
node will be given them if it will be necessary.  

• Portable Nodes are used by specific players depending on the needs (e.g. by 
marshallers to receive and send information while they are working outside the car, 
by external emergency bodies or by snowploughs). 

• Relay Nodes are used to improve the communications if there is not enough 
coverage. It is worth mentioning that relay nodes, which will be used in airport 
scenario, are fixed nodes working exclusively as a relay.  

• Fixed Nodes are installed in airport facilities which are in charge of managing and 
commanding the operations in the airport. 

 
MONET nodes and users 

Type of nodes Portable Node Vehicular Node Relay Node Fixed Node 

 

    

Actors 

    

Table 16 - Airport Control node types 
 

4.3.2 Scenario Description 
This scenario focuses on the deployment of a MONET system, which will work as a backup, 
in an airport in case of a main network fall-out (e.g. due to a natural disaster or a terrorist 
attack).  
 
Fixed MONET nodes will already be installed in the different facilities as well as vehicular 
nodes will be carried by specific vehicles (firstly, only some vehicles will carry vehicular 
nodes depending on the importance), whereas portable nodes would be provided if it was 
necessary. Therefore, MONET network is ready to be used in a few minutes after the 
incident. 
 
Next table shows resources involved in this scenario, though external and internal 
emergency bodies have not been taken into account since they are used only in exceptional 
situations. Also, ground handling vehicles are excluded from airport control operations. 
 

Resources involved in Airport control scenario 
airport service teams personnel vehicles 

Marshallers 50 30 
Maintenance personnel 32 16 

Beacon maintenance personnel 32 16 
Airport Fire Extinction Service 24 8 
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Airport Security Forces 35 5 
Airport Medical Service 16 4 

Passengers buses 12 12 
De-icing vehicles 6 6 

Main snowploughs 5 5 
External emergency bodies 30 0 

total units deployed 242 102 
airport control posts personnel vehicles 

Marshallers Coordination Centre 7 1 
Runway and Apron Service 6 1 

Fire Extinction Service 2 1 
Meteorological Centre 4 1 

Security Centre 5 1 
total units deployed 24 5 

other airport command centres personnel vehicles 
airport management centre 1 1 

control tower 1 1 
total units 2 2 

Table 17 - Resources involved in Airport Control scenario 
 
This scenario starts when a main communication network fall-out occurs. The control 
facilities are deprived of communication and updated information. Moreover, vehicles are 
isolated. Then, MONET network will start to work to ensure the communication between 
players and enable the airport operability, so the airport will not be collapsed, the first 
response will be able to be coordinated and aircraft will be able to land in restricted 
conditions (e.g. critical flights or flights with humanitarian aid).  
 
The MONET network enables to re-establish the communication for: 

• Communicating Airport Management Centre with other Control Posts to know the 
airport situation and the damages and to coordinate the operations. 

• Updating the information received by marshallers (e.g. meteorological and flight 
information). 

• Refreshing every 20 seconds or 20 metres the positioning information and monitoring 
the service teams. 

• Enabling to command the services teams and face the needs in this situation. 
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Figure 11 - Control Airport Scenario during a main communication network fall-out 

 
Moreover, MONET network is integrated with the main communication network and it should 
be commutable, so, though it is not normally used, it can be used in exceptional situations 
mentioned in the point 4.1. 
 

1. For ordinary services in remote areas: 

• To perform periodic inspections of the runways, taxiways and so on, therefore 
marshallers could use MONET system to inform about incidences and know the 
exact location since they carry a MONET node that saves their coordinates. 
Vehicles, which are responsible for the review of runways in emergency 
situations, may be equipped with capturing images systems, measurement 
systems, all connected to the MONET node. 

• To control of positioning vehicles in all movement area. If each vehicle carries a 
MONET node, his positioning traces and speed can be controlled. In addition, fire 
trucks can know the consumption of liquid in real time and so on. 

• To have access to meteorological information is very useful for marshallers, 
maintenance personnel and so on, so they can anticipate problems or different 
situations related with the weather and have more reaction time. 

• To provide flight information to marshallers independently of their position or the 
wireless coverage. 
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This situation is included within the other points, since an aircraft crash can occur in a 
remote area, or even maintenance and control operations can be carried out in remote 
areas. 
  

2. In case of aircraft crash inside airport area: 

• Airport Management Centre will be responsible for commanding the operations 
and coordinating the emergency bodies involved (internal and external). In this 
situation, satellite link will be used to transmit data such as vehicles positioning, 
video… from the advanced command post to Airport Management Centre. 

• Ambulances and other external vehicles are provided with a portable MONET 
node, so positioning traces, work time etcetera are known. Portable nodes must 
have an authentication system for differentiating between the different kinds of 
profiles, since they do not have the same access permissions (e.g. an external 
fire fighter does not need access to flight information, but it is necessary for a 
marshallers). 

 
Figure 12 - Control Airport Scenario during an aircraft crash. 

 

3. In occasional event: 

• During a severe snowfall snow removal teams, which are formed by six vehicles, 
work in the entire movement area. The main snowplough will carry a MONET 
node to communicate a removal team with the Service Control Post. Satellite link 
could be necessary. 
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• These groups go with a marshaller, which carry out measurements of the friction 
coefficient on runways, could send data and images of the state of the runways in 
real time, in order to manage the availability of the runways. 

 

 
Figure 13 Control Airport Scenario during a snowfall 

 

4.4 Communication requirements 
The following table shows the communication flows between different actors, its occurrence 
and its requirement level. The services in use are also identified. 
 

COMMUNICATIONS IN AIRPORT CONTROL SCENARIO 

Actor Service in 
use(1) 

Number 
of users 

(2) 

SAT 
MANET/SAT(3) Flow(4) Requirement 

Level(5) Occurrence(6)

Video 1 SAT ← SCP Nice to have - 

↔ SCP P2P Voice 
Call 1 MANET/SAT 

↔ TWR 
Shall have - 

← SCP Positioning 1 MANET/SAT 
← TWR 

Nice to have Every 20 sec. 
or 20 metres 

Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Data 1 MANET/SAT ↔ SCP Should have - 
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↔ TWR 

Video 1    - 

↔ Airport 
Management 

Centre P2P Voice 
Call 1 MANET/SAT 

↔ Service 
Team 

Shall have - 

← Service 
Team 

Positioning 1 MANET/SAT → Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Shall have Every 20 sec. 
or 20 metres 

↔ Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Control 
Tower 
(TWR) 

Data 1 MANET/SAT 
↔ Service 

Team 

Should have - 

← Service 
Team 

Video 5  → Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Nice to have - 

↔ Airport 
Management 

Centre P2P Voice 
Call 5 MANET/SAT 

↔ Service 
Team 

Shall have - 

← Service 
Team 

Positioning 5 MANET/SAT → Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Shall have Every 20 sec. 
or 20 metres 

↔ Airport 
Management 

Centre 

Service 
Control Post 

(SCP) 

Data 5 MANET/SAT 
↔ Service 

Team 

Should have - 

Video 102  → SCP Nice to have - 

↔ SCP P2P Voice 
Call 102 MANET/SAT 

↔ TWR 
Shall have - 

→ SCP 
Positioning 102 MANET/SAT 

→ TWR 
Shall have Every 20 sec. 

or 20 metres 

↔ SCP Data 102 MANET/SAT 
↔ TWR 

Should have - 

Service 
Team (ST) 

Alarms 102 MANET/SAT ↔ SCP Nice to have - 

Legend: →: to; ←: from; ↔: from/to 
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Table 18 - Communications summary in Airport Control scenario. 
 
(1) Regarding type of services in use 
 
This diagram shows the different services used in airport control scenario. It relates capacity 
and frequency to requirement level. It must be taken into account that if capacity increases, 
there is more detail level in the information transmitted, but bit rate decreases, therefore it is 
logical to think that frequency decrease too. So, currently, the services are situated below an 
imaginary central line in the diagram. 
 
The services with great capacity are not implemented a lot at this moment, but they are 
services Nice to haves in a future (e.g. video), whereas the services with small capacity are 
Shall have because they are frequently used to consolidate the communication (e.g. voice). 
Part from this, the services with enough capacity to send relevant information in detail 
without bit rate problems will be the most useful service in the future (e.g. data), and currently 
they are required services. 

 
Figure 12 – Capacity versus frequency for services in use. 

 
(2) Regarding number of users 
 
The number of users involved in airport control scenario is defined in the point 4.3.2. 
 
(3) Regarding SAT and MANET/SAT communications 
 
SAT means the communication will go through satellite link whereas MANET/SAT means 
satellite access is used as back up. 
 
(4) Regarding communication flows 
 
The following figure summarizes the different communications between actors in airport 
scenario, determining the direction and the type of the communication. 
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Figure 13 – Communication flows in airport control scenario. 
 
(5) Regarding requirement level of communication services 
 
• Shall have refers to a service of information for which failure to deliver, disruption or delay 

is not tolerate in view of its impact on public safety operations. This level is identified with 
dark orange.  

• Should have refers to data that allows some tolerance relating to the specified value. This 
level is identified with light orange. 

• Nice to have refers to future desires that would be an asset for current operational 
practises. This level is identified with yellow.  

 
(6) Regarding services occurrence 
 
According to airport user requirements, vehicles positioning must be known every 20 
seconds or 20 metres if vehicle is moving, therefore, if it is assumed that average speed of a 
vehicle which is operating in an airport is 10m/s, 2 traces per second are sent for vehicles 
moving.  Moreover, the information (e.g. meteorological or flight information) update is 
carried out each 5 seconds.  
 

4.5 Other specific requirements 
The following section gives specific requirements for this scenario. 

• Radio interface 

The frequency bands used must be regulated due to the large amount of wireless 
communications in the airport. 

Moreover, scenario coverage of several kilometres (≥ 5km): relay nodes are 
necessary depending on technology used. 

Information, which is required by service teams, must be refreshed every 20 second. 
This information can be meteorological information, opening or closing of runways, 
flights information… which is contained in a static database, or restricted areas, 
personnel profiles… which is contained in a dynamic database. 

The coverage of communication systems should not restrict the operations during any 
kind of incidence; therefore a network with satellite link is very suitable to ensure the 
communication all the time. 

• User interface 
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Vehicles must have a login system to know what person is using the vehicle, the 
petrol consumption by shift, the work time and so on. 

• Security Mechanisms 

Redundancy is very important in airport communication because the loss of 
communication would cause serious delays in airport operations. 

• Cost 

Currently, radio terminals and mobile communications are used throughout the airport 
environment, while for fixed communications, a broadband network of optic fibre is 
deployed across the airport facilities. Therefore, MONET system must provide all 
these services.  

Consequently, it will be Nice to have that the MONET system installation not exceeds 
the price of an installation using the technologies mentioned above.  

Moreover, vehicular nodes shouldn’t be very expensive since there are a lot of 
vehicles in airport scenario. 

 

5 Broadband access to rural areas 

5.1 Introduction 
Nowadays, the Information Technologies are well known as a factor of economical, cultural 
and sanitary development. Broadband access to Internet and communication capabilities are 
seen as one of the major factor of development for both rural areas and under-developed 
countries. The so-called “Digital Divide” is the gap between highly connected areas with a full 
access to IT, communication networks and Internet access and other poorly equipped and 
isolated areas.  
This digital divide can be considered on two different perspectives:  

• Between the rural areas and the urban areas of a given country – It is then 
considered as a national problematic,  

• Between developed countries and under-development countries – It is, in this case,  a 
global issue, at European or most of the time worldwide level.  

 
The absence of terrestrial infrastructures in these areas is due to geographical constraints 
(i.e., island, mountain areas) or to economical reasons. The number of potential customers 
may not be sufficient to ensure a return on investment for terrestrial installation.  
 
Satellite is sometimes the only possible solution to connect isolated areas with the rest of the 
world, at a reasonable cost.  
 

5.2 Players and Concept of Operation 
The actors considered in these scenarios are typically:  

• Public or private institutions (like townhall, prefecture, …) 
• Medical and healthcare centres 
• Educational members (school, high school, training centres,…) 
• NGO  

 
Two different concept of operations can be considered, depending on the nature of the 
actors involved.  
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• The actor may be fixed in the isolated area. In this case its objective is to find the best 
and cheapest solution to provide an interconnection to Internet (or to others centres, 
backbone, or central office…).  

• The actor may be mobile or at least nomadic. The typical case is an NGO operating 
in a remote country, in different isolated villages. In this case, interconnection should 
be more flexible and additional constraints appear in terms of interoperability, easy to 
transport and easy to set-up.  

 
The first concept of operation is not really in line with MONET – ad-hoc network are well 
suited to mobile and changing environments. Of course the conclusion and proposed 
optimisations of MONET can be applied to such fixe network, but this scenario is not relevant 
for MONET study.  
 

5.3 Scenario Definition 
Two typical examples of such a scenario are described hereafter. The first one takes place in 
remote mountain areas in France, in the Pyrenees region. Satellite access points are 
installed in remote villages, which are not interconnected to Internet up to now. A wireless 
network, usually a Wifi network, allows to share the Internet access point and the cost of the 
satellite bandwidth and installation between the villagers and the different public bodies who 
beneficiates from the Internet access (school, town hall, health care centre, rest home and so 
on). The wireless base station is typically installed in a high point like a town hall in order to 
provide the best coverage as possible. 
 
The second one took place in less developed countries, for instance in Africa. An ONG is 
travelling from one isolated village to another in order to propose specific services involving 
communication with remote centres. Typical subjects could encompass day to day activities 
such as nutrition, basic hygiene for babies, birth control methods, children education, and so 
on. Other courses could focus on basic techniques to promote commercial activities or local 
products, water well maintenance, drinking water possible solutions, etc… 
 
When ONG members arrive in the village, they have to set up rapidly (in one day) the class-
rooms and the associated networks. Screens and computers are a good support for those 
teachers. A self organising wireless network facilitates the installation of the network in the 
different villages, without the need of cable, and compatible with all types of village 
topologies. Several class-rooms can be set up in parallel, as well as an Internet access point 
to allow the population to send e-mails whereas they usually have to travel to a bigger city to 
do it. 
 
If medical staff is part of the ONG, it can move inside the village and in its surrounding area 
to provide proximity assistance directly to the population. Wireless mobile network allows to 
provide the medical staff constant connection with the team in the village, to use tele-
medicine application (like tele-transmission of medical file of each patient). 
 

5.3.1 Scenario Description 
The following figure shows how MONET infrastructure can be applied to the second 
Broadband access scenario. 
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Figure 14 - Broadband access to rural areas scenario diagram 

 
The ONG members first install the Satellite Access Point in a secured area (Town Hall). This 
AP is collocated with a MONET node. Then they install the distant e-learning classrooms for 
the different lessons. Each classroom is composed of a laptop, a projector, a portable screen 
and a MONET node. The ONG members might also want to have an access to Internet from 
their own offices in order to be connected with their ONG headquarter and can open an 
Internet Access point for the local population. Those two wireless Internet accesses are also 
realised through the ad-hoc networks thanks to MONET nodes. 
 
Ad-hoc network self organisation capacity helps to save time installation in the village. The 
medical staff is mobile in a larger area in order to have access even to populations located 
outside the village, in the surrounding area. A MONET node is embedded in the mobile 
vehicle. Permanent connection with the other members is required for security reasons and 
can be useful for specific applications.  
 
As previously mentioned, this type of scenarios can take benefit from MONET improvements 
in hybrid ad-hoc / satellite networks. But the typical use-case and specificities of such 
scenario can not be considered as a baseline scenario for MONET due to the fact that ad-
hoc networks are not Shall have to provide broadband interconnection to remote areas.  
 

5.4 Scenario Requirements 
The main requirements which apply to this scenario are described hereafter:  
 

• Terminals 
o Easy to use 
o Transportable 
o Battery life duration / autonomous energy supply system (solar panel) 
o Robust (dust, rain…) 

• Type of communication 
o Mainly voice (Shall have) 
o Videoconference 
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o Data transfer 
o Images 
o Web browsing 
o E-mail 

• QoS 
o Emergency messages may be considered 

• Security 
o Confidentiality in case of medical applications 

 

6 Global Scenario Requirements 

6.1 Radio Interface 
• Wireless coverage 

The wideband MANET nodes should have enough coverage to guarantee reliability 
and robustness of communications.  

In forest fires, the main inconvenient is the horizontal distances. As previously 
explained it has to be taken into the autonomy of the auto-pump fire brigade vehicle 
and other issues as terrain orography, obstacles, etc. Therefore, large covertures like 
500m would solve at all levels the mentioned constrains. However, more realistic 
approaches to existing technology could be 100 or 200metres. 

Regarding aircraft handling, coverage of several kilometres is Nice to have; therefore, 
depending on technology used, relay nodes could be necessary. 

• Data Rate 

High system capacity is desired to provide users high data bit rates for new 
applications that would improve responsiveness and efficiency of the services. 

MONET network capacity should be high enough to cope with all communications 
generated. The wideband MANET network is expected to reach at least 50Mbps in 
this case to be shared among all users that belong to this MANET.  

Satellite access nodes should support several Mbps in the worst cases, which are 
satellite links of a vehicle or a facility with other facility. The rest of satellite access 
would require less capacity (approximately 512 Kbps).  For further details it can be 
seen the sections which show the Capacity Case studies. 

• Interferences 

As every terrestrial mobile service devices MONET nodes should meet technical 
requirements of Environmental Compatibility determined by the ETSI and CEPT. 
MONET nodes should meet European Directive over Electromagnetic Compatibility 
2004/108/CE (can be found in Ref.[3]). 

• Regulation of frequency band 

It will be necessary to regulate the frequency bands used due to there is a large 
amount of wireless communications in scenarios such as urban fires or airports. 
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6.2 User Interface 
Portable nodes should provide the following interfaces: 

• Interface for voice (VoIP). (15 kbps) 

• Interface for alarms. (15 kbps) 

• Interface for video streaming. (512 kbps) 

• Interface for positioning (GPS). (9.6 kbps) 

• Interface for biometric sensors. (64 kbps) 

 
Vehicular nodes should provide at least the following interfaces: 

• One interface for voice (VoIP). (15 kbps) 

• Interface for alarms. (15 kbps) 

• One interface for positioning (GPS). (9.6 kbps) 

• One interface for video streaming if it will be necessary. (512 kbps) 

Fixed nodes should have an interface to receive, process and manage the information from 
the service teams. 

 

6.3 Qos 
• Latency 

The network should enable immediacy of communications. Specifically end-to-end 
voice delay should be short enough not to be perceived by the users. As a reference, 
current emergency communications values are around 200 miliseconds (as indicated 
in [2]). MONET architecture should adopt highly efficient resource management 
procedures to optimize the mentioned objective considering that using satellite do not 
allow achieving so low latency. 

• Prioritization 

Network control should include the ability to implement prioritized access for specific 
user groups and individuals. Control centres communication should have the highest 
priority to get through the network. Therefore, two priority levels should be supported. 

 

6.4 Security Mechanisms 
The network should enable secure communications to avoid external interferences and to 
secure effectiveness of communications.  

Two different kinds of mechanisms are proposed: 

• Access Security: Firewall-based protection and access control to prevent external 
attacks. Access control is a very important factor in security, as it is the set of 
measures that focus on preventing threats. An access control system, that checks the 
identification and authorization of users, could be implanted. This access control 
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should be automatic for the users registered in a data base to avoid the loss of time 
and this in turn would avoid the illegal accesses.  

• Channel security: Data and information should be protected from any interference, 
since wireless communications are especially vulnerable. Flight critical information 
should be encrypted, since this information could be used to prepare a terrorist 
attack, such as messages content modification, eavesdropping or denial of service. 
The encryption would ensure the confidentiality, authentication and integrity of data. 
In addition, other kind of measures can be taken into account, for example, the 
modulation using Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum. 

On the other hand, redundancy could be necessary in airport communication because the 
loss of communication would cause serious delays in airport operations. 
 

6.5 Reliability and availability 
Full reliability of the telecommunication service in terms of availability and continuity 
guaranteed over MONET system is a must. Every communication must be feasible and no 
disruption must occur. High level of network availability is required. In case the infrastructure 
is damaged or local coverage gaps appear, relay nodes should be strategically allocated to 
ensure continuity of the service. 

 

6.6 Interoperability 
The system should comply with European Open Interoperability Standards for use by 
MONET communications system. 
 
Moreover, from interoperability services point of view, the system should ensure 
communication within the organization and between different public authorities, companies 
and organizations involved in the different scenarios. The system should enable Europe wide 
cross-border communications, at least between countries on the same borders where an 
emergency situation could be located. This issue requires a common frequency spectrum 
range exclusively assigned for all European users.  
 
Taking into account the slow implantation of any new infrastructure, communication 
interoperability with legacy terminals is crucial. MONET nodes should provide interoperability 
interface to allow communications with current technologies used for emergency and mobile 
communications (i.e. DMR, TETRA, TETRAPOL, and PMR-VHF/UHF). Moreover, current 
technologies provide users indispensable services that either MONET architecture itself 
should provide or technology interfaces must be developed in MONET nodes.  
 

6.7 Deployment & Set-up 
All MONET nodes should be easy to deploy and allow automatic or really simple 
configuration, especially for Relay nodes considering its quick deployment procedure. 
 
Easy switch on/off procedures of a node to inhibit or restart its transmission should be 
allowed. 
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6.8 Environmental Characteristics 
Rugged and reliable nodes are desired especially for Portable, Relay and Vehicular types. 
Robustness of antennas and equipment should ensure emergency operations during 
adverse conditions. High resistance is required to face wind, water, humidity, dust, sand, 
vibrations, shocks, temperature, etc. 
 
Taking into account the special conditions given in forest fires, Portable and Relay nodes 
should support temperature ranges of -30 to 60 degrees and humidity ratios of 100%. In 
addition, these nodes must by resistant to vibrations and crash impacts s that may suffer in 
the operation (mainly due to accidental falls). Moreover, fire brigades currently use ATEX 
certificated terminals due to the possibility of working in explosive atmospheres. ATEX 
certificate is needed to demonstrate that equipment can be safely operated in a potentially 
explosive atmosphere created by the presence of flammable gas, vapour, mist or clouds of 
combustible dust.  CBRN (Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear) or at least chemical 
products. 
 

6.9 Power Supply 
Electrical power supply depends on the kind of node: 

• Portable and Relay nodes batteries should allow continuous use of the terminal 
during any mission. In these cases autonomy Nice to have reaches 8h. Reliable and 
efficient power sources are required.  

• Vehicular nodes should be designed to be powered through vehicular battery (12V, 
Nice to have 24V). 

• Both fixed nodes and fixed relay nodes, the latter will be used as a relay in an airport 
scenario, will be powered through the power grid. 

 

6.10  Weight & Dimensions 
All nodes should be ergonomic and suitable for users. Taking into account most restricted 
user comments, Portable nodes should not exceed weight and dimensions around 1kg and 
(150 x 60 x 40 mm), typical values of current voice and data communication terminals 
(TETRA terminals). Portable nodes should avoid long antennas to remain compact. 
 
Higher permissiveness is allowed for Relay nodes weight (< 10kg) and dimensions 
(maximum 300 x 300 x 200 mm) since they would be just temporally carried by a person.  
 
Most of users do not have weight and dimensions restrictions for Vehicular nodes but should 
fit user transport requirements in order to be easily installed in the vehicles. 
  
Finally, neither fixed nodes nor fixed relay nodes have weight and dimensions restrictions. 
 

6.11  Costs 
The most suitable technology nowadays for Public Safety Agencies and Airport Entities is 
TETRA, under continuous evolution but not all the emergency bodies can afford this 
technology. In Madrid Civil Protection each fire-brigade member has a terminal whereas the 
SAMUR medical service use one terminal for each vehicle comprised of 3 people. Other 
emergency bodies in other Spanish regions or in Slovenia are in process of deployment of 
TETRA or uses previous Digital Mobile Radio Technologies with even lower bit rate.  
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Consequently, each MONET node should not exceed current TETRA terminal prices 
(approximately 800 euros).  
 
Moreover, taking into account the airport scenario situation, vehicular nodes shouldn’t be 
very expensive since there are a lot of vehicles in an airport. 
 

7 Field test Scenario identification 
The identification of the scenario most suited to the performance of the MONET field test will 
be described in this section. The methodology used for selecting the scenario will be 
explained first. The remainder of the section will be dedicated to explaining how the 
methodology was applied and describing the selected scenario. After providing the 
appropriate reasons for selecting a particular scenario, test “vignettes”, i.e. particular 
situations for testing will be defined in section 7.3. 
 
The objective of the test scenario will be to provide an adequate array of situations that 
enable the testing of all the relevant aspects of MONET, i.e. the test scenario should input 
adequate excitation levels to the MONET system. This means that the most interesting test 
scenario will be the one: 

• that enables the testing of a particular characteristic of the MONET system; 
• for which a higher number of MONET characteristics are especially relevant; 

 
There are, of course, scenarios where it won’t be feasible to test particular system 
characteristics or simulate the system adequately. For example, given the resources 
available to the consortium and the testing facility proposed it will be hard to simulate or test 
the coastal monitoring scenario because the consortium won’t have access to any maritime 
platforms. It may also happen that a particular characteristic of the MONET system is not that 
important or is not a particular driver in a certain scenario. For example, MONET node 
energy consumption is clearly more important in scenarios involving handheld terminals 
(such as the forest fire and coastal monitoring) rather than in the airport control or the 
broadband access to rural areas where the majority of nodes will either be equipped in 
vehicles or be fixed in houses (but will be less susceptible to higher energy consumptions). 
 
It should be noted however that the consortium does not pretend to assess the added value 
of MONET to each scenario but rather the opposite, i.e. the usefulness of each scenario to 
validate the MONET system in its entirety. 
 
In order to decide which of the defined scenarios is most suited to test the MONET system, it 
is then necessary to compare all the scenarios. To accomplish this, one needs to define a set 
of relevant parameters. On one hand it must be possible to assess the parameters in each 
scenario and on the other they must relate to some specific characteristic, feature or 
particular impact of MONET. The next section will describe the chosen parameters providing 
short descriptions of each, define scoring, and the rationale for choosing them. Based on 
these parameters, the interactions the consortium had with end-users and their own 
background and experience, the consortium partners rated all scenarios. Average scores for 
each scenario were then computed. The scenario with the highest score constitutes the most 
challenging scenario under which one could use the MONET system and thus the most 
appropriate one for testing it. 
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7.1 Parameters used in scenarios comparison 

7.1.1 Use of available resources 
As mentioned previously a set of parameters are necessary to carry out a comparison of the 
scenarios described in previous sections of this document. One of the first aspects to take 
into consideration for any comparison is related to the capability of the consortium to 
correctly represent a particular scenario with the available resources (i.e. equipment, 
vehicles, people). If a particular scenario can not be represented just with the available 
resources, there is a risk the field test does not represent the correct functionality. Therefore, 
the chosen scenario should be the one which can be more accurately represented with the 
resources available to the consortium. For the scenario comparisons the following minimum 
set of resources were considered (based on what was established in the technical annex of 
the grant agreement): 
 

• 2 terrestrial vehicles which can be equipped with MONET nodes including satellite 
terminals; 

• 5 actors equipped with MONET nodes which may or may not include satellite 
capability; 

 
These resources must be representative of the real forces involved in the scenarios 
presented for the MONET project. For example, an actor equipped with one MONET node 
may represent a commander in an emergency response scenario. He may be equipped with 
one satellite terminal to allow communication with units that are out of range. The terrestrial 
vehicles could represent two mobile nodes with satellite terminal which support the other 
actors on field.  
 
The scoring of this parameter can be made using a qualitative scale with values ranging from 
1 to 3. The higher classification must be given when the scenario can be accurately 
performed with the available resources. When a few functionalities can not be performed but 
the majority can, the classification should be 2. Finally, when the scenario cannot be 
performed, or just a few functionalities can be tested, the assigned classification should be 
the minimum, 1. For example, the coastal monitoring scenario would be better represented if 
the consortium had access to maritime platforms and a maritime test site, hence this 
scenario should receive a lower score. 
 

7.1.2 Possibility to validate services support 
The field test should provide the consortium with the opportunity to assess how well the 
MONET network can support services like video, voice calls, Push To Talk (PTT) calls and 
data transfer regardless of the communication system used.  
 
To validate services support, it’s necessary to compare all the application scenarios and 
classify them according to their dependence from the services mentioned above. For 
example, when providing broadband access to rural areas, the need for support of PTT calls 
is minimal. On the other hand, this service is extremely important for both emergency 
response scenarios (the forest fire and the mountain rescue). Another example is video 
support. While this is very important for coastal monitoring, forest fire and airport control it 
can be generally considered that it will be less important for mountain rescue. So, in principle 
the best scenario for the field will be the one that require the largest number of services. This 
means scenarios with higher services dependence should receive higher scores. 
Conversely, scenarios which require less service support should receive a lower score. 
Again, the scoring scale used corresponds to 1 for minimal dependence, 2 for services which 
are relevant and 3 for the most relevant services. 
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7.1.3 Possibility to validate relay between Ad Hoc Clusters 
The validation of the relay nodes is an important issue that should be taken into account in 
the field test. This will enable the consortium to test if the system is sufficiently robust to use 
the satellite links as relays between two or more MANET clusters that have lost connectivity. 
This comparison between the several scenarios will help determine which scenarios have 
more probability to use relay nodes. Scenarios with nodes with less mobility than others will 
generally be less prone to MANET separation into different clusters. In these cases the 
probability to need the satellite for relay is smaller than in scenarios where higher mobility 
nodes are present. Additionally, geographic and operational constraints will also influence 
the score directly. For example, scenarios taking place in difficult ground where line of sight 
is easily lost (e.g. mountain rescue) have a higher probability of needing satellite relays than 
scenarios in open ground (coastal monitoring). Also, scenarios where the MANET nodes are 
more grouped and close together (because of operational constraint for example) will have 
lower probability of requiring a satellite relay merely because there is also a lower probability 
of the MANET segment becoming divided into different clusters. For example, in the 
broadband access support in rural areas the probability of the MANET dividing into 2 sub-
networks is much lower than in the forest fire where two firemen teams initially on the same 
MANET can be separated into two sub-networks because of either geography, fire evolution 
or operational procedures. 

 
The scenario score based on this parameter uses the chances of each scenario requiring a 
relay between ad-hoc clusters. So, the possible scores range from 1 to 3, with the latter 
being given when a scenario has a high probability to need a relay between clusters. 
Normally, this value is obtained when the scenario include nodes with high mobility or low 
range link. The classification value 2 is obtained when a scenario has some chances to have 
relay nodes, namely, scenarios which have nodes with little mobility. In last, the value 1 is 
given when the scenario has no chance or has a small probability to need relay between 
clusters. Usually, the nodes present in these scenarios are static by nature, have a very low 
mobility or it’s unlikely that the network becomes divided. 
 

7.1.4 Possibility to validate re-configuration of the network to cope with 
geographic and traffic constraints  

One of the constraints in wireless ad-hoc networks is the mobility of the nodes which 
constantly changes network topology. These changes can occur within a single MANET but 
can also occur in a way that results in the creation of MANET clusters (mentioned above). 
Routing algorithms should be prepared to handle these situations and their performance is 
based on the capacity to recalculate new routes. 
 
There are a lot of scenarios that cause the reconfiguration of the network to cope with 
changes in geography and changing traffic conditions. Regarding geographic constraints, 
one of the situations that can create many network changes are the scenarios that include 
vehicular nodes because they are in constant movement so it is necessary to reconfigure the 
network very often. Other situation can be the propagation conditions which affect the 
network topology if a node loses the connection and it is necessary to activate a satellite link. 
For example, in urban and mountain scenarios, there may be no line of sight which may 
cause loss of connection. In this case, a satellite link is the best choice to establish 
connection. 
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In situations where there is a lot of traffic in a node(s), the network can reconfigure itself in 
order to distribute traffic to other nodes. Another aspect that causes network to reconfigure 
itself is the human behind the terminal and his/her decisions to turn on/off a node(s). 
 
The scoring of each scenario will be done by analyzing their capability to provide situations 
where network reconfiguration is mandatory to maintain connectivity, thus putting MONET to 
the test. A scenario will be classified with a high score if it provides numerous or regular 
possibilities for the network to reconfigure itself. So, scenarios with a lot of traffic and bad 
propagation conditions which require the use of satellite links should be scored 3 but in 
scenarios where the traffic, geographic conditions and mobility conditions do not require the 
network to reconfigure itself regularly should be classified with rate 1 because there is a low 
probability of the network to reconfigure itself. 
 

7.1.5 Possibility to compare cost of operations with and without MONET 
Another important parameter, directly related to the impact of using MONET is the cost of 
operations. Considering that in any given situations there will be a pool of services available 
to the users at different costs, some considerations must be taken into account when a 
communication service is chosen. If two or more different satellite services with different 
costs (if more than one satellite service is available in the ad-hoc network) are available 
MONET can provide the user with a choice of which one to use or the possibility to shut off 
links that are not being used and save on costs. This capability has a direct impact on the 
total cost/bit of the network and consequently the field test scenario should enable the 
consortium to validate this. 
 
Each communication service has its own cost as well as other intrinsic characteristics. These 
costs are different for each communication service. For example, a satellite link is typically 
more expensive than Wi-Fi links established between MONET nodes. Dedicated satellite 
voice services (such as Iridium) are generally cheaper than data services such a BGAN. 
Hence, the chosen field test scenario should be such that it allows the system/user to choose 
between two different services showing how MONET can be used to reduce operational 
costs. For example, if a terminal is only routing voice through satellite and there is a cheaper 
satellite service available in the network that provides the same service for a lower cost then 
MONET should be able to propose a change towards the latter. 
 
The scoring in this case is fairly simple. Higher scores (3) will be given to scenarios where 
operational cost is a driver and where there is a higher probability of users in that scenario 
having different satellite services available. For example, civil protection services generally 
have at their disposal both Iridium voice services as well as Inmarsat’s broadband services. 
Lower scores (2 or 1) will be given accordingly to scenarios where it is feasible to expect only 
one type of satellite service to be available and where little cost savings are expected (only 
through routing traffic through the MANET instead of the satellite when a ground route is 
available). 
 

7.1.6 Network setup time and increased performance with and without 
MONET 

Network setup time and its influence on the system performance is one parameter that is 
expected to be highly impacted by the MONET system. Some scenarios allow for a relatively 
long network setup time such as in the broadband access to rural areas where some 
planning can be made beforehand. The same is true of the coastal monitoring scenario. On 
the other hand, safety scenarios require fast and almost immediate network deployment and 
setup with little or no planning time. 
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For specific application cases such as disaster relief operations where access infrastructures 
may be damaged or even completely destroyed (for example in earthquakes or floods), 
MONET provides a solution which, while being efficient for operations and meeting the 
demands of emergency responders, reduces significantly the costs and time needed to setup 
and maintain an access infrastructure. In a disaster relief scenario, the usage of MONET 
might save several hours in the initial network deployment process, and minimize costs and 
effort of network restructuring and reconfiguration activities. Thus, the chosen field test 
scenario should enable the test of this particular aspect. Scoring will be done again with a 
range from 1 to 3. The highest score will be given to scenarios where short setup times are 
fundamental to operations and where MONET can add significant advantages. Lower scores 
will be given to scenarios where there is more time for planning network deployment. 
 

7.1.7 Possibility to compare energy consumption between scenarios 
There are some scenarios that cause bigger energy consumption than others. Some system 
characteristics influence the power consumption and consequently the batteries autonomy, 
like the distance between radios, the environment, the type of link, the communication 
obstacles and the mobility level of the radios.  
 
The first energy consumption characteristic of the system is the distance between radios. 
Naturally, the farther the radio is the more power is needed to perform the communication. 
Another power consumption implication is the propagation conditions; the humidity and 
temperature of the air. These are responsible for better or worst conditions propitious to 
communications. If the weather is not favourable to communications, the radio must use 
more transmission power and consequently more energy is consumed. An obviously energy 
consumption characteristic is the type of communication used. If a satellite link is needed, the 
energy necessary to perform that communication is higher than, for example, Wi-Fi 
transmissions. Other characteristics that force a higher use of energy is the relief or any 
obstacle that block totally of partially the communication. When that happens the radios must 
use more power to minimize the communication interference. Probably the most influent 
characteristic to the energy consumption is the mobility of the radios. If one scenario has 
nodes that have a high mobility along the time, the node uses more energy to perform the 
routing protocols and to adjust the radio power, than a static system.  
 
The scenarios can be classified according to the power consumption. That classification can 
be from 1 to 3. If a scenario can be used to show clearly the benefits that MONET brings to 
energy consumption, then it should be scored 3. Scenarios with low or no probability to have 
some of these characteristics of energy consumption or where energy consumption is not a 
driver must have a classification of 1. The intermediate scenarios with some probability to 
occur situation propitious to power consumption are classified with 2. 
 

7.1.8 Possibility to compare link coverage and bandwidth between 
scenarios 

Some environments are more likely to favourable to perform communications than others. 
So, some scenarios have less communications interferences than others. For example, the 
link coverage and bandwidth are seriously affected on scenarios where have bad 
propagation conditions and obstacles between the radios. Example of environment factors 
that can influence the link coverage and bandwidth are the humidity and temperature. The 
electromagnetic radiations are affected with these two factors. Other important interference 
with the bandwidth and link coverage is the presence of obstacles between the two radios 
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which perform the communication. This situation causes multipath and several attenuations 
on signals. 
 
The scenarios classification for this parameter is given using values from 1 to 3. Scenarios 
where have constants characteristics that affect the link coverage and bandwidth must 
receive the maximum classification. In other way, for scenarios where do not exist adverse 
characteristics to the link coverage and bandwidth, the classification given must be 1. 
Scenarios with intermediate situations must have classification 2. 
 

7.1.9 Compare Latency between scenarios 
Latency is the time it takes since a packet is sent until a response is received from it. Latency 
is also known as Round Trip Delay Time (RTD) or simply Round Trip Time (RTT) and is one 
of the tools used to evaluate the usefulness of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in a 
system. Latency is maximized in wireless connections, mainly in satellite connections 
because of propagation delays caused by long distances travelled by the packets. Higher 
satellite usages or higher dependence on satellite links will result in higher latencies and 
consequently in more challenging test environments which is the objective of the consortium. 
 
The classification of each scenario should be based on the connections used. If it mainly 
uses terrestrial connections, the latency should be low but if it mainly uses satellite 
connections the latency increases a lot. The combined use of terrestrial and satellite links 
increases the latency of the system so an intermediate classification should be given to that 
scenario. So, in scenarios that almost never use satellite links, a classification of 1 should be 
given; in scenarios that use Wi-Fi and satellite links should be given a classification of 2; in 
scenarios that use mainly satellite links should be classified with 3. 

 

7.1.10 Possibility to compare the interoperability between MONET 
and other communication services 

In some cases, the use of a network like MONET or the use of satellite links will not be the 
single solution to solve connectivity issues. In these cases, MONET can be understood as an 
alternative to other connections and technologies. However, for the field test, it is interesting 
to choose the scenario for which an ad-hoc network combined with a satellite link is the only 
feasible and interesting solution. This will allow the project to show the true interest and 
importance of MONET. 
 
That situation can occur when some nodes, or clusters deviates from the others. In this case 
the direct link between MONET nodes can not be made, so, the alternative is uses other 
communication service to link the two radios present in different MANETs. This way, the 
MONET system can increase the performance interacting with other communication 
networks to provide a better service on it own communication network. 
 
This parameter receives better classification on scenario which provides a high probability to 
perform satellite links to connect different MANETs. Usually these scenarios have nodes with 
mobile attitude, are performed in difficult fields or under bad environment conditions. That 
causes more topology changes in the networks, so more satellite communications needed.  
In resume, scenarios with high mobility and performed in difficult fields receive classification 
3. For scenarios with few characteristics that allow a low probability to occur satellite 
communications must be classified with 1. All the other scenarios where the satellite 
communication happens sometimes, classification may be 2. 
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7.1.11 User acceptability 
The final parameter in this scenario comparison will be the user acceptability. The chosen 
scenario should enable the consortium to get some form of feedback from end-users 
regarding their possible acceptance of a MONET solution. Since the users involved in the 
testing are foreseen to be first responders from emergency response teams, it is only logical 
that they will be more interested in simulating a scenario that covers a situation of their 
competence. Also this will allow the MONET consortium to perform a better assessment of 
how the MONET system fares with a sample of the end-user community. 
 
Therefore, higher scores will be given to scenarios involving first responders (3) and lower 
scores for scenarios involving other types of end-user (1). 
 

7.2 Scenarios Scoring 
Based on the parameters defined in the sections above, the various scenarios analyzed in 
MONET project were scored by all partners. A composite score taking into account the 
scores by each partner was created for each scenario. This corresponds to the average 
score with no weighting applied to the criteria. The following table represents the results of 
the scoring exercise. 
 

scenario scoring 
scenario A scenario b scenario c scenario d scenario e 

parameters 
Forest Fire Mountain 

Rescue 
Coastal 

Monitoring 
Airport 
Control 

Broadband 
Access to 

Rural Areas
available resources 2,33 2.33 1.40 1.80 2.00 

services support - - - - - 
- Video 2.33 1.83 2.60 2.20 1.80 

- Voice calls 2.83 2.83 2.40 2.40 2.40 
- Data transfer 2.17 2.33 2.40 2.60 2.60 

- PTT calls 2.67 2.67 2.60 2.00 1.20 
- Voice calls 2.33 1.83 2.60 2.20 1.80 
Relay nodes 

between clusters 2.83 2.33 2.20 2.00 1.20 

Re-configuration of 
network 2.83 2.83 2.40 1.80 1.00 

Cost operation 2.17 2.17 2.00 1.40 2.20 
Setup time 2.50 2.50 1.20 1.40 1.40 

Energy consumption 2.83 2.67 1.60 1.20 1.40 
Link coverage and 

bandwidth 2.50 2.17 2.40 2.00 1.80 

Latency 2.33 2.33 1.60 1.20 1.40 
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Interoperability 
between MONET 

and other 
Communication 

services MONET and 
other Communication 

services 

2.50 2.33 2.40 2.40 2.00 

User acceptability 2.67 2.67 1.60 1.00 1.20 
scenario scenario A scenario b scenario c scenario d scenario e 
TOTAL 35.50 34.00 28.80 25.40 23.60 

Table 19 – Scenario scoring. 
 
The values of the classification table range from 1 to 3. The value 3 is given when a 
parameter can be tested on a certain scenario. In opposite, the value 1 is given when the 
parameter can not be tested or when has a low probability to be tested on that scenario. 
Scores of 2 are given for intermediate situations and to provide an additional level of 
differentiation between scenarios. 
 
Analyzing the Table 1, it can be seen the scenarios classifications using parameters. The 
result of those parameter analyses is present on the last row which higher score is from 
Scenarios A and B. 
 

7.2.1 Chosen scenario  
Based on the average composite score (where no weighting was applied) the chosen field 
test scenario will be one the following: 

• Forest Fire; 
• Mountain Rescue; 

 
The Scenarios A and B have the highest scores. The final classification is similar in the two 
scenarios, but only one must be chosen to be tested. The final score represents the analysis 
of the tests that could be performed in each scenario. The chosen scenario to be performed 
in real conditions will be Scenario B or Forest Fire. This scenario coincides with the highest 
score scenario and so should be the best one to implement. Mountain rescue scenarios 
could also be easily reproduced and could be made with the available resources. The 
behaviour of the rescue team in both forest fires and mountain rescues can be more easily 
reproduced than the actor behaviour in the other scenarios. One actor equipped with one 
MONET node and satellite terminal can simulate the central office. The terrestrial vehicles 
can be advanced mobile command posts equipped with one MONET node and one satellite 
terminal. The fire fighting operation can be made with the actor in one or two groups of FRs. 
The movement of the responders can provide a constant change in network topology. 
 

7.3 Vignettes 
Vignettes are some situations which need to be validated. These situations represent 
nominal cases that must be tested in the field to ensure the correct functionality of the 
MONET system. These vignettes must be validating on the chosen scenario. We must 
perform some movements or situations which allow to determinate services or resources to 
confirm the objectives.  
 
Following, it will be presented the vignettes and a short explanation of each one consists.  
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• Show multiple services support (routing according to service); 
 

In this vignette, it must be shown the multiple services supported by MONET system 
correctly working. This guarantees the correct routing according to the service and allow the 
system take choose the better path to transmit each service data. The data that must be 
used are the voice calls, PTT calls, video and data transfer. 
 

• Test Policy vs. application based on QoS; 
 
In this vignette, a situation must be created that allow the consortium to test within the 
context of the scenario a situation where both policy based QoS of application based QoS 
can be employed. This will enable the comparison of both strategies. Additionally, vignettes 
where only one or the other QoS strategies can be employed. This will allow the consortium 
to test the robustness of MONET by letting the system or the user choose the most 
appropriate strategy. 
 

• Show Satellite as access point;  
 
The poor propagation conditions in a mountain scenario caused by a lot of obstructions affect 
the communication between nodes. In vehicular nodes, this could be problematic since they 
easily lose the connectivity between them. In these cases, the use of a satellite link is the 
solution to restore the connection. The use of satellite as a communication resource between 
2 two nodes will serve to verify its operation as an access point. 
 

• Connect/disconnect new links to increase throughput; 
 

In a mountain scenario with vehicular nodes, network has to reconfigure itself very often. 
This can cause a situation where several paths become congested. Connecting or 
disconnecting new links in the scenario can improve throughput because reconfiguration can 
help in traffic distribution decreasing it in congested nodes. 
 

• Connect/disconnect new links to provide connectivity due to MANET reconfiguration; 
 
Changing the network topology will make a reconfiguration on the routing. This 
reconfiguration shows the versatility of a network system. Connecting and disconnecting new 
links will force the adaptation of the network and consequently the verification of the vignette 
to include or remove nodes from the MONET system. 
 

• Show satellite as relay between ad-hoc clusters;  
 
As mentioned before in “Show satellite as access point”, the use of satellite as a 
communication resource between 2 nodes will provide the possibility to verify its capacity to 
act as a relay between ad-hoc clusters in addiction to verify that it can also act as an access 
point. 
 

• Show correct functionality of nodes mounted in vehicles;  
 
One difficulty of these mobile systems is the capacity to node communicates with others in 
movement. These vignettes allow verify the correct operation of nodes mounted on vehicles 
in movement. The communications must be made between two nodes in movement and 
between one in movement and other stop. This way, the system capacity is verified to 
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perform communications between nodes and even not loose the link when the nodes start 
moving. 
 

7.3.1 Vignettes validation procedures 
In the field test of the chosen scenario some procedures must be made to verify the 
vignettes. The chosen scenario is the forest fire and will be performed using terrestrial 
vehicles, satellite terminals, and First Responders equipped with MONET nodes. These 
resources allow make some topology configuration necessary to have some specific events. 
Those events are useful to cause changes on network system allowing validate the 
vignettes. 

 

7.3.1.1 Show multiple services support (routing according to service) 
To verify this vignette the MONET system must be mounted with all the available nodes. 
Then some nodes must start the voice calls, PTT calls, video and data transfer to others and 
realize if all the services can be made. No matter the order in which the services are made.   
 

7.3.1.2 Test policy vs. application based QoS   
In order to carry out this vignette it will be necessary to use at least three to four nodes with 
different roles and permissions. This will enable the consortium to apply policy based QoS. 
The use of a particular service or application (e.g. voice traffic support) will enable the test of 
application based QoS strategies. 
 

7.3.1.3 Show satellite as access point 
To validate this vignette, we will use all available ad-hoc nodes and connect them using Wi-
Fi. This could be possible only if they are in an open area or near from each other due to 
propagation conditions of mountain scenarios. When the reconfiguration is over, we start to 
move a vehicular node with an ability to communicate via satellite, i.e., equipped with a 
satellite terminal, to a place where it loses Wi-Fi connectivity with other ad-hoc nodes. 
 
Without connectivity, ad-hoc node will start a satellite link which if successful, could validate 
the vignette of show satellite as access point. 
 

7.3.1.4 Connect/disconnect new links to increase throughput 
In order to validate this vignette, the available ad-hoc nodes will be away from each other in 
a way that throughput will be low due to poor signal quality. To increase throughput, we must 
connect a new ad-hoc node between two nodes that are away from each other. This way, 
throughput will increase and vignette can be validated. 
Another testing procedure is to create a topology that an ad-hoc node acts as a MPR of 
several nodes. If another ad-hoc node will be placed near that MPR, traffic will re-distribute in 
these two nodes increasing throughput. 
 

7.3.1.5 Connect/disconnect new links to provide connectivity due to MANET 
reconfiguration 

Connecting and disconnecting nodes on a MONET system, force the network to reconfigure 
the path among its nodes. This way is possible to verify the correct inclusion or remove of 
new nodes from a MONET system when they turn off or deviate to out of link range. So, in 
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mountain rescue scenario, turning off some nodes and turning on again is possible verify the 
correct network adaptation of the MONET system.  
 

7.3.1.6 Show satellite as relay between ad-hoc clusters 
The testing procedure of this vignette will be the same as “Show Satellite as access point” 
vignette but in this case, we have to validate the satellite relay between ad-hoc clusters. 
Thus, if two ad-hoc nodes communicate with each other through the satellite link, the 
vignette will be validated. 
 

7.3.1.7 Show correct functionality of nodes mounted in vehicles  
In order to verify the correct functionality of nodes mounted in vehicles is necessary to have 
at least one node mounted in one vehicle. It is necessary communicate two times, one with a 
node mounted on other vehicle and other with one node transported by a rescue actor. The 
last one communication may be performed on opposite direction, from the rescue actor to the 
vehicle.  
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